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Background: The prognostic score is a method similar to the propensity score 
that estimates the conditional probability of the outcome. The existing methods to 
correct for selection bias are limited when dealing with non-participation in 
forming the study population. An application to selection bias has not been 
explored.  
Objective: This thesis explores the use of the prognostic score as a method to 
address confounding and selection bias. Multiple forms of the prognostic score 
will be employed to estimate the unbiased effect in the presence of confounding. 
We will also compare the use of the prognostic score in the presence of selection 
bias to inverse probability of selection weights (IPSW) and direct adjustment. 
Design: Based on several directed acyclic graphs, Monte Carlo simulations 
compared several approaches to isolating the effect estimate. In the presence of 
confounding, weighting using three variations of the prognostic score were 
compared to weighting using the propensity score. Approaches to combining the 
prognostic and propensity score were also investigated. In the presence of 
selection bias, weighting using the three prognostic score approaches, IPSW, 
and direct adjustment were compared.  
Main Outcomes: Percent relative bias, robust variance estimates, Monte Carlo 
variance estimates, and MSE with respect to the marginal and conditional odds. 
Results: In the presence of confounding, the stabilized modified prognostic 
score weights and stabilized IPEW yielded the marginal odds ratio, while the 
combination prognostic and propensity score approaches, the unexposed 
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Abstract 
prognostic score weights, and the full population prognostic score weights 
resulted in the conditional odds ratio. For the selection bias simulations, the 
unexposed and full population prognostic score weights estimated the conditional 
odds ratio and were comparable to direct adjustment methods. The modified 
prognostic score yielded a result that appeared to be a mix of the marginal and 
conditional odds ratio. In the presence of unmeasured selection variables, the 
prognostic score approaches and direct adjustment were biased.  
Conclusions and Relevance: The prognostic score is an acceptable alternative 
method to adjust for confounding and for selection bias except for when the 
selection variable acts as a collider in the presence of unmeasured variables. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The background section addresses the history of the prognostic score and 
the issue of selection bias in epidemiologic studies in two separate sections. 
Ultimately, the thesis will address two applications of the prognostic score in 
epidemiologic research: the isolation of the effect estimate in the presence of 
confounding and the isolation of the effect estimate in the presence of selection 
bias. 
Prognostic Score 
The prognostic score is an epidemiologic tool originally defined as the 
multivariate confounder score by Miettinen in 1976 as an alternative to the use of 
stratification and multivariate models to address confounding.1 In an effort to 
capitalize on the strengths of stratification and multivariate models, Miettinen 
proposed stratification based on the “multivariate confounder score” thereby 
accounting for a number of confounders through stratification on a single metric.1 
It was proposed that the multivariate confounder score be derived from either a 
scoring function based on the outcome conditional on being unexposed or a 
scoring function based on the exposure conditional on being a non-case.1 
Miettinen indicates a preferences for using an outcome-based scoring function 
and uses this procedure in the application section of the paper where the score is 
derived by fitting a model using the “noniterative least squares procedure” of the 
outcome based on a variety of presumed confounders and the exposure of 
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interest and predicting the multivariate confounder based on the fitted model 
while fixing the exposure variable to unexposed.1 
 Hansen’s publication revisited and expanded upon the multivariate 
confounder score in 2008 using updated terminology, the prognostic score.2 
Hansen explores the theoretical application of the prognostic score to 
confounding in a comparison to the more widely used propensity score and their 
applications to randomized clinical studies.2 Hansen specifies that a score “is a 
prognostic score if and only if conditioning on it induces prognostic balance within 
the domains determined by X”, where X denotes the vector(s) of covariates.2 
Prognostic balance is defined as “similarity among the covariate distributions of 
trials for subjects with contrasting potential outcomes.”2 The paper also 
determines the potential need to estimate the prognostic score among the control 
group rather than the full study population in order to avoid a potential estimation 
of mixture of the propensity and prognostic scores if the treatment increases the 
outcome.2 Ultimately, the paper highlights the potential of the prognostic score as 
an additional or companion method to address confounding along with the 
propensity score.2 
 Most recently, Arbogast and Ray conducted a simulation study comparing 
different methods for addressing bias from multiple confounders in their 2011 
publication.3 The publication compared effect estimate using the propensity 
score, multivariate regression, and effect estimation using a method defined as 
the “disease risk score”.3 Arbogast and Ray defines the disease risk score as an 
estimate of “the probability or rate of disease occurrence as a function of the 
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covariates” and states that it can be estimated using the method described by 
Miettinen, labeled the “full-cohort disease risk score”, or using the method 
described by Hansen, labeled as the prognostic score or “unexposed-only 
disease risk score”, where the score is estimated only in the unexposed group.3 
Using Monte Carlo simulations, effect estimation using disease risk scores were 
found to be comparable to effect estimation using the propensity score and 
multivariate adjustment.3 Interestingly, the full-cohort disease risk score seemed 
to perform better than the unexposed-only disease risk score given that the 
additional assumption of that the covariates were not effect modifiers was met.3 
Regardless of the estimation approach, Arbogast and Ray highlighted the utility 
of the disease risk score in situations where the propensity score does not 
perform well including “exposures that are rare or that have a large number of 
categories”.3  
 The papers by Miettinen, Hansen, and Arbogast detail the various 
approaches to defining and utilizing a balancing score that for the purposes of 
this thesis will be called the prognostic score. The choice of this terminology is 
based on the distinction between the disease risk score and the prognostic score 
that is detailed by Hansen2 and by a subsequent Arbogast publication.4 Stuart, 
Lee, and Leacy’s 2013 paper delineates the distinction between the terminology, 
describing how the prognostic score “generalizes and extends the unexposed-
only disease risk score to continuous, categorical, and ordinal outcomes” as 
explored by Arbogast,4 while the unexposed-only disease risk score is a special 
case of the prognostic score where the outcome is binary.5 Table 1 provides a 
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summary of the definitions, equations, and history of the prognostic score and its 
precursors. Note that the author and year introduced corresponds to the formula 
and description of the various scores while the original terminology introduced by 
that author may not be included. Table 1 also provides a column to indicate the 
type of variable that the prognostic score variants can estimate in order to clarify 
the distinctions in terminology. 
Perhaps as evidenced by the variation in terminology, the prognostic 
score and its derivations have not been widely used in epidemiologic research. A 
recent systematic review by Tadrous et al. found 97 unique publications between 
1976 and 2010 focused on the disease risk score (DRS).6 Of these 97 
publications, 86 were isolated as applications of the disease risk score to 
confounding while the remaining 11 were methodological reviews.6 It is of note 
that this review did not include the term prognostic score in its search criteria6, 
though Hansen introduced this terminology in 2008.2 The 86 applications in the 
systematic review were used largely in either observational cohorts (47%) or 
case-control populations (42%).6 In 47% of the applications, the DRS were 
derived using logistic regression, and the overwhelming majority of publications, 
93%, used the DRS as a categorical variable.6 Among the applications that used 
a categorical DRS, 60% employed stratification and 35% included the categorical 
DRS in the regression model.6 Tadrous notes that perhaps these trends were 
influenced by Pike et al.’s 1979 paper which warned of the potential for 
overestimation of the effect of the confounders when using logistic regression in 
the generation of the DRS7 and the subsequent paper by Cook and Goldman in 
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1989 which clarifies of the relative rarity of this overestimation when the DRS is 
used as categorical covariate.8,6  
Stuart et al.’s simulation study highlighted the role of the prognostic score 
as a measure of covariate balance and its correlation with bias reduction in the 
effect estimate.5 As propensity scores are often calculated without regard to the 
outcome, prognostic balance can identify potential bias introduced when one or 
more covariates are strongly associated with the outcome.5 The simulation 
compared the correlation between the absolute standardized mean difference 
(SMD) of the prognostic score and bias in the treatment effect estimate and more 
traditional balance metrics: absolute SMD of the propensity score, the average 
absolute standardized mean difference (ASMD), and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test statistic (K-S Stat).5 In situations where the covariates that are highly 
predictive of exposure are also highly predictive of the outcome, all of the 
measures performed similarly.5 When the covariates that are highly predictive of 
the outcome are not the same as those that are predictive of the exposure, the 
absolute SMD of the prognostic score was superior to the more traditional 
measures.5 Stuart et al. concluded that the balance measure based on the 
prognostic score could be employed to reduce bias in the effect estimate (i.e., 
could be used to help select an appropriate propensity score approach) and was 
robust to model misspecification.5 
Given the performance of the prognostic score when covariates strongly 
predict the outcome, Leacy and Stuart conducted a further simulation study to 
correct for bias using the prognostic score in combination with the propensity 
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score.9 The simulation explored several methods of combining the prognostic 
and propensity scores in order to estimate the average treatment effect on the 
treated (ATT).9 ATT is defined here as “the difference in potential outcomes 
amongst those receiving treatment”.9 Several matching and subclassification 
approaches were used to explore the combination of the prognostic and 
propensity scores; however, weighting was not examined in the simulation. 9 The 
combination of the two scores performed well in the simulation and the two full 
matching approaches yielded a superior estimation of the ATT when compared 
to matching and subclassification methods based on the individual scores.9 
Taking into account all of the prior research, the prognostic score and its 
variants have been applied in experimental and nonexperimental settings, 
primarily as a means to control for multiple confounders. Recent empirical 
studies have shown the potential role of the prognostic score in conjunction with 
the propensity score to address bias in effect measure estimation. While 
matching, subclassification, and weighting using the propensity score are 
established approaches,10 few publications have addressed these methods using 
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Selection Bias 
 
Hernán, Hernández-Díaz, and Robins’ 2004 publication establishes a 
cohesive underlying structural definition of selection bias.11 Using Directed 
Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), the authors explore the various biases categorized 
under the term selection bias and differentiate these biases from bias due to 
confounding.11 While various forms of selection bias have been previously 
identified, Hernán et al. argued that selection bias can be thought of the bias 
resulting from conditioning on the common effects of two variables, specifically 
the exposure and outcome or variables that cause the exposure and outcome.11 
The bias resulting from conditioning on common effects, selection bias, thus can 
be differentiated from the bias resulting from a common cause of the exposure 
and the outcome, confounding.11  
The causal model approach to selection bias relies on the phenomenon 
known as collider-stratification bias, which was elucidated by Greenland in 
2003.12 When variables caused by the exposure and outcome are stratified on or 
conditioned on, a “back-door pathway” is created that can induce a bias in the 
causal effect.12 If this collider is a variable associated with selection or 
participation in the study, then the bias created is selection bias.  
Hernán et al. review the various forms of selection bias and propose 
appropriate adjustment methods based on the causal structure of each 
subtype.11 The paper addresses selection bias among case-control studies due 
to poor selection of controls, Berkson bias among case-control studies, selection 
bias from differential Lost to Follow Up (LTFU), non-response/missing data bias, 
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volunteer/self-selection bias, and healthy worker bias.11 The authors also draw 
parallels between the causal structure in these examples and the special case of 
“adjustment for variables affected by prior exposure”.11  
Though not addressed by Hernán11, some of these biases can also be 
categorized under what we would call immigrative selection bias and emigrative 
selection bias. In general immigrative selection bias refers to selection bias 
resulting from selection into the study and emigrative selection bias refers to the 
bias resulting from selection out of the study. Differential LTFU, a notable form of 
emigrative selection bias, is a common problem in longitudinal studies, including 
randomized trials11 Differential LTFU can occur when the treatment or exposure 
of interest cause side effects resulting in study drop out that is conditional on the 
exposure level; the outcome for this exposure level cannot be ascertained when 
individuals are LTFU, resulting in selection bias.11 Hernán et al. suggest the use 
of either stratification or inverse probability weighting to correct for differential 
LTFU.11 Commonly referred to as inverse probability-of-censoring weights, this 
procedure has been shown to have some limitations in estimating the causal 
effect when the sample size is small and/or the magnitude of selection bias is 
large.13  
Hernán et al. address several other forms of selection bias that fall under 
the umbrella term of immigrative selection bias.11 One such example is Berkson 
bias, first identified by Berkson in 1946, as the selection bias that can result from 
using hospital-based controls in case-control studies.14 Berkson bias can occur 
when both cases and controls have distinct diseases that increase the likelihood 
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of hospitalization.14 A non-causal relationship can be induced between an 
exposure that causes the disease in controls but not the disease in the cases 
because selection is conditioned upon being hospitalized.14 This causal structure 
fits the structure of selection bias, conditioning on a common effect, proposed by 
Hernán et al.11 Volunteer bias and healthy worker bias are similar examples 
reviewed in the paper.11 Improved sampling methods and appropriate design 
through the use of causal structures to identify selection bias mechanisms can 
help avoid selection bias in these cases.11 Hernán et al. suggest the use of 
inverse probability weighting (IPW) for selection bias in general.11 Weighting 
based on inverse probability of censoring can address emigrative selection bias, 
while weighting based on the inverse probability of selection can address 
immigrative selection bias. A caveat to the latter approach is that it requires 
information on those not selected into the study in order to determine the 
conditional probability of selection. This information is often not available unless 
a particular study is nested within an existing cohort or longitudinal study. This is 
a major limitation of inverse probability of selection weighting for immigrative 
selection bias.  
A final example addressed by Hernán is the biased from adjustment for 
variables affected by a previous exposure.11 When stratification is used to 
address confounding in this circumstance, selection bias is induced via collider-
stratification bias.11 The proposed alternatives to stratification in this 
circumstance are the use of “inverse-probability-of-treatment weighting” (IPTW)
 10 
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or g-estimation if the assumptions of IPTW are violated, e.g. when a conditional 
probability of treatment is zero.11  
1.2 Summary and Objectives 
As previously discussed, the prognostic score has been found to be an 
acceptable alternative to the use of the propensity score as a covariate balancing 
score and can appropriately remove bias due to confounding. There are several 
methods that can be used to generate the prognostic score. Seemingly the most 
accepted approach is to estimate the prognostic score among the unexposed 
group rather than the full study population, given that none of the covariates are 
effect modifiers. However a recent simulation study revealed comparable results 
between the two methods, if the assumptions for the full study population 
prognostic score are met.3 The prognostic score has also been shown to be a 
promising supplementary approach to confounding in combination with the 
propensity score.5,9  
There are potential applications of the prognostic score to confounding 
that could prove to be equivalent to the propensity score. Hansen previously 
highlighted the similarities between the prognostic score and the propensity 
score, referring to the two balancing scores as analogues.2 However in the 
special case of estimating an odds ratio for the relationship between exposure 
with a binary outcome, either score could theoretically be used and yield the 
same results because of the properties of the odds ratio. Because the odds ratio 
of the exposure is equivalent to the odds ratio of the outcome in this case,15 a 
balancing score based on the probability of either the outcome or the exposure 
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as a function of the covariates could be applied to the model and theoretically 
yield the same odds ratio. That is to say, the exposure or the outcome could 
serve as the explanatory variable in the model. If the outcome were treated as 
the explanatory variable, then the propensity score would be the probability of the 
outcome as a function of the covariates. This “propensity score” is equivalent to 
the prognostic score that is derived from the full population but one in which the 
exposure is not set to the unexposed level. The same principle holds if the 
exposure is treated as the response variable and the prognostic score is 
calculated using the full population. The result would be the probability of the 
exposure as a function of the covariates. Note that for it to be equivalent, to 
estimate the prognostic score would require a slight modification in which the 
probability of outcome from the full cohort does not include the exposure in the 
model (Table 1: modified prognostic score). 
The equivalency of the prognostic and propensity scores in this case 
allows for the potential to obtain a doubly robust model using a combination of 
the two scores as a means to address confounding. One objective of this thesis 
is to assess the equivalency and performance of the full population prognostic 
score and the propensity score in a simulation of a confounded logistic model 
with binary exposure. The simulation will also assess the performance of a dual 
prognostic score and propensity score approach using combination weights. 
The previous section reviews major examples of selection bias and 
methodological approaches to prevent and account for these biases. While 
inverse probability-of-censoring weights are an accepted approach for emigrative 
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selection bias, specifically differential LTFU, methods are more limited for 
immigrative selection bias. If the study population is nested within a cohort or 
data is otherwise available on those who opt not to enter the study, then inverse 
probability-of-selection weights can be used. In the absence of this data, 
preventative measures can be employed to avoid immigrative selection bias. A 
potential approach to immigrative selection bias is the use of the prognostic 
score. Hernán et al. described selection bias as resulting from conditioning on a 
common effect of the exposure and the outcome or variables that cause the 
exposure and the outcome.11 A prognostic score models the probability of the 
outcome as a function of the covariates. Use of inverse probability weights has 
been intuitively thought of as removing the relationship between variables 
included in estimating the weights and the exposure in confounding or for 
selection into (or out of) the study for selection bias. Using such heuristic logic 
inverse probability weighting using the prognostic score would correct for 
selection bias by removing the association between the outcome and the 
variables inducing the selection bias. A second objective of this thesis to assess 
the performance of the prognostic score in correcting for immigrative selection 
bias using simulations that follow the underlying structure of selection bias 
proposed by Hernán et al.11 These simulations will emphasize the role of causal 
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Chapter 2: Confounding 
2.1 Introduction: 
 The previous chapter reviewed the development of the prognostic score 
and its previous application to confounding. Various publications have examined 
the prognostic score and its derivatives and found that the prognostic score has 
similar performance to the propensity score.2-5 This chapter examines the use of 
several prognostic score approaches including the modified prognostic score in a 
logistic model in comparison to other approaches including inverse probability of 
exposure weighting (IPEW). The modified prognostic score models the outcome 
as a function of the covariates without regard to the exposure status. The 
modified prognostic score can be thought of as nearly equivalent to the 
propensity score in a logistic model exploring the relationship between an 
exposure and a binary outcome. Because the odds of outcome given exposed 
over the odds of the outcome given unexposed is equal to the odds of exposure 
given having the outcome over the odds of exposure given not having the 
outcome,15 weighting using the modified prognostic score or the propensity score 
to a logistic model should give equivalent results.  Using a DAG with several 
confounders, this chapter will explore weighting using the modified prognostic 
score and weighting using the propensity score to address the assumption of 
their equivalency in a logistic model.  
 
2.2 Methods:  
 The Monte Carlo simulation in this chapter was based on the DAG 
presented in Figure 1, which will be termed the Confounding DAG. Figure 1 
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depicts a binary exposure variable (E), a binary outcome variable (Y), and three 
binary confounding variables (C1, C2, C3). This simulation compares the effect 
estimates from various models when the exposure and the outcome have a null 
association (conditional OR=1) and when the exposure and the outcome have a 
moderate, positive association (conditional OR=3). Table 2 provides the 
equations used to generate the variables for the simulation (termed Confounding 
Simulation).  
Each iteration of the simulation generated 1000 observations based on the 
equations from Table 2. Table 3 describes all of the models used in the 
Confounding Simulation. Models for the prognostic score included the prognostic 
score estimated in the unexposed group, the prognostic score estimated in the 
full sample with an exposure indicator in the model and the exposure status set 
to zero for the prediction, and a model for the modified prognostic score, where 
the probability of the outcome (Y) is estimated as a function of the covariates 
(C1, C2, and C3) without regard for the exposure (E). All of the scores were used 
to generate stabilized weights to be used in the final regression model. The three 
prognostic score weights were stabilized by the probability of an individual’s 
observed outcome and compared to inverse probability of exposure stabilized 
weights, direct adjustment on C1, C2 and C3, and the crude model. The 
performance of combination propensity and prognostic score methods were also 
assessed. These combination methods included combining both stabilized IPEW 
and modified prognostic weights by simply multiplying the weights together, 
subclassification on propensity score quintiles with weighting using the modified 
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prognostic score, and subclassification on modified prognostic score quintiles 
with weighting using the stabilized IPEW. All analyses were performed using R16 
with subclassification methods performed in the MatchIt package.17 
The marginal odds ratio was determined for each iteration using the 
method described by Austin in his publication on the performance of the 
propensity score with respect to estimating the marginal odds ratio.18 This 
method requires the calculation of the mean probability of the outcome if all the 
subjects were exposed to treatment (p1) and the mean probability of the outcome 
if all the subjects were not exposed to treatment (p0).18 The marginal odds ratio is 
then estimated by p1/(1-p1)/p0/(1-p0).18 The robust variance for each model was 
calculated in each iteration using the sandwich package in R.19,20 The percent 
relative bias and mean squared error (MSE) were calculated for each iteration by 
comparing the model estimate to both the conditional and marginal odds ratios 
when OR=3. The robust variance and MSE figures are presented in the results 
section on the log scale for a better depiction of the distribution of smaller values. 
Because the marginal and conditional odds ratios are equal when OR=1, these 
estimates were only compared once for the null model. The Monte Carlo 
variance for each estimate was determined using the bootstrap estimator. Tables 
and boxplots of the effect estimates, the robust variance, the percent relative 
bias, and the MSE were created. To emphasize the utility of the prognostic score 
approaches and to highlight the equivalency of the modified prognostic score to 
the propensity score in a logistic model, the simulation models detailed in Table 3 
were performed using two approaches. The first approach uses Y as the 
 16 
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response variable and E as the explanatory variable and the second approach 
uses E as the response variable and Y as the explanatory variable. The purpose 
of comparing these two approaches is to highlight that the estimation of the odds 
ratio of exposure comparing those with the outcome to those without the 
outcome is equivalent to the estimation of the odds ratio of the outcome 
comparing those with the exposure to those without the exposure. The 
performance metrics for the crude model and Models 1-6 were determined using 
both approaches. These models will be referred to as Model 1 (Y) if Y is 
response variable, Model 1 (E) if E is the response variable and so on. 
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Figure 1: Confounding DAG 
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Table 3: Confounding Simulation Models 
 
Let E**[•]= Pred{E[Y=y|•, E=0]}. (Exposure variable is set to unexposed for prediction of weights). 
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2.3 Results: 
The distribution of the effect estimates for each model of the simulation 
where the association is moderate (conditional OR=3) are displayed in Figure 2 
with reference lines at the conditional and marginal odds ratios. The top left panel 
in Figure 2 shows results from the Y on E outcome models, while the top right 
panel shows results from the E on Y outcome models. The lower panels in Figure 
2 are the boxplots of the log robust variance estimates for each model with Y as 
the response variable for the lower left and E as the response variable for the 
lower right panel. Figure 3 depicts the percent relative bias compared to both the 
conditional and marginal odds ratios. The top panels display the percent relative 
bias when Y is the response variable, while the bottom panels display the results 
when E is the response variable. The left panels in Figure 3 compare the effect 
estimate to the conditional odds ratio while the right panels compare the estimate 
to the marginal odds ratio. Figure 4 shows the log MSE based on both the 
conditional and marginal ORs using Y then E as the response variable. Table 4 
provides a summary of the results stratified by the response variable for the 
Confounding Simulation where the conditional odds ratio is 3. 
 Based on Figures 2-4 it appears that for all models in the simulation, the 
effect estimates, robust variance estimates, percent relative bias, and MSE 
appear to be nearly equivalent regardless of whether the model uses Y or E as 
the response variable. This is as expected given previous knowledge about the 
logistic model and the odds ratio. Because the performance metrics for all of the 
models are equivalent regardless of the response variable except for Model 5, 
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which directly adjusts for the confounders, Table 4 lists the results for the two 
response variables in one row for all other models. The results for the direct 
adjustment model, Model 5, differ slightly based on which response variable was 
used; however, the effect estimates and 95% bootstrap confidence intervals are 
quite similar. The estimated logOR for Model 5 is 1.1058 with a 95% CI of [0.72, 
1.33] when Y is the response variable and 1.0997 with a 95% CI of [0.75, 1.47] 
when E is the response variable. The mean marginal odds ratio across the 1,000 
iterations was found to be 2.597 (logOR=0.954). 
 Models 3 (modified prognostic score) and 4 (IPEW) appear to best 
estimate the marginal odds ratio, while the other prognostic scores, direct 
adjustment, and the combined prognostic and propensity score approaches 
(Models 1, 2, and 5-8) appear to approximate the conditional odds ratio. The 
median relative percent bias comparing the modified prognostic score weights, 
Model 3, and stabilized IPEW, Model 4, to the marginal odds ratio is -0.4693% 
and 0.7258%, respectively. Conversely, Models 3 and 4 have a median relative 
bias of approximately -13% when compared to the conditional OR. Models 1 
(unexposed prognostic score) and 2 (full sample prognostic score) have a 
0.2478% and 0.9973% median percent relative bias when compared to the 
conditional odds ratio, while the median percent relative bias is 15.4% and 
16.4%, respectively, when compared to the marginal odds ratio. The direct 
adjustment approach (Model 5) has a 0.66% median relative bias compared to 
the conditional OR when Y is the response versus 0.1% when E is the response 
variable, while the bias compared to the marginal OR is 16% for Y as the 
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response variable and 15% for E as the response variable. 
Interestingly, the various combined modified prognostic and propensity 
score approaches yield an estimate closer to the conditional than the marginal 
OR even though the individual modified and IPEW approaches estimated the 
marginal OR. When compared to the conditional OR for both response variables, 
Model 6 has 0.67% median relative bias, Model 7 has -1.19% median relative 
bias, and Model 8 has -1.32% median relative bias.  
The Monte Carlo variance estimates and median robust variance 
estimates are similar for all of the models on with values ranging from 0.027 to 
0.048. The estimates for MSE are also similar between the models with values 
ranging from 0.04 to 0.086. Apart from the crude model, IPEW and direct 
adjustment, Model 4 and Model 5, have the lowest bootstrap and robust 
variances. Among the prognostic score approaches (Models 1-3), the modified 
prognostic score has the lowest Monte Carlo variance while the full sample 
prognostic score has the lowest robust variance estimate. Compared to the 
conditional OR, the crude model has the lowest MSE while direct adjustment has 
the second lowest MSE. Compared to the marginal OR, the IPEW model has the 
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Chapter 2: Confounding  Results 
The distribution of the effect estimate and log robust variance for each 
model of the simulation where there is a null association (conditional OR=1) is 
displayed in Figure 5. The top panels of Figure 5 were generated using Y (left) 
and E (right) as the response variable with a reference line added to represent 
the conditional/marginal odds ratio, which are equivalent in the null model. The 
bottom panels of Figure 5 are the robust variance estimates for each model with 
Y (left) as the response variable and E (right) as the response variable.  
Figure 6 is the log MSE when the conditional OR is equal to 1 when the 
response variable is set to Y (top panel) and when the response variable is set to 
E (bottom panel). Table 5 provides a summary of the results for the Confounding 
Simulation with a null effect estimate. As indicated in the figures, the distribution 
of the effect estimate, the log robust variance, and the log MSE are essentially 
equivalent regardless of which response variable is used. The direct adjustment 
model (Model 5) has slightly different results, which are presented in two rows of 
Table 5. Otherwise, Table 5 lists the results for the two response variables in one 
row for the other models. The estimated logOR for Model 5 is 0.0004 with a 95% 
CI of [-0.30, 0.32] when Y is the response variable and -0.0037 with a 95% CI of 
[-0.30, 0.32] when E is the response variable. The mean marginal odds ratio 
across the 1,000 iterations was found to be 1.000 (logOR=0). Given that the 
marginal and conditional odds ratios are equivalent with the null effect estimate, 
the observed differences in marginal versus conditional ORs among the models 
when the odds ratio was moderate (OR=3) are not present. Models 1 through 6 
appropriately account for confounding and yield a median effect estimate similar 
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to that of the conditional/marginal estimate. The median log OR for the crude 
model is 0.2126 while the median log OR for Models 1-8 range between -0.0092 
and 0.014.  
 The Monte Carlo variance estimates and median robust variance 
estimates are similar for all of the models with most values in the 0.02 to 0.03 
range. The estimates for MSE are also similar between the models with values 
ranging from 0.034 to 0.064. Apart from the crude model, IPEW, Model 4, has 
the lowest bootstrap and robust variances. Among the prognostic score 
approaches (Models 1-3), the modified prognostic score has the lowest Monte 
Carlo variance and robust variance, though the full sample prognostic score has 
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Figure 6: Confounding Simulation (Conditional OR=1) 
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2.4 Discussion: 
This chapter examined the use of the prognostic score in a logistic model 
and a special case of the prognostic score termed the modified prognostic score, 
where the outcome was modeled as a function of the covariates without regard to 
exposure status. It was hypothesized that the modified prognostic score would 
function in an equivalent manner to the propensity score in a causal model that is 
subject to confounding. The results of the simulation indicated that weighting 
using any version of the prognostic score or weighting using the propensity score 
removed bias due to confounding. It was found that the modified prognostic 
score and IPEW yielded the marginal odds ratio when the effect estimate was 
moderate (conditional OR=3), while other variants of the prognostic score and 
direct adjustment on confounders resulted in the conditional odds ratio. It was 
presumed that the logistic model used in Chapter 2 was a special case where the 
modified prognostic and propensity score would be equivalent and the response 
variable could be either the outcome or the exposure. As observed in the results, 
the effect estimate was the same regardless of the response variable, and the 
prognostic and propensity scores yield similar effect estimates. 
Another objective of this chapter was to assess the performance of 
different methods combining the modified prognostic score and the propensity 
score. Combination weights using the two scores, weighting using the modified 
prognostic score with subclassification on the propensity score quintiles, and 
weighting using the propensity score with subclassification on the modified 
prognostic score quintiles were compared. While weighting on the modified 
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prognostic or propensity score yielded the marginal odds ratio, the combination 
methods yielded estimates closer to the conditional odds ratio. This was a 
surprising result, because it was assumed that the combination methods would 
result in a marginal estimate similar to the results for the individual components 
of the combination methods. 
 The modified prognostic score will be further examined in Chapter 3 in an 
application to selection bias; however, more information regarding the 
performance of the modified prognostic score is needed. Additionally, information 
regarding the use of weighting in combined prognostic and propensity score 
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Chapter 3: Selection Bias 
3.1 Introduction 
 Chapter 1 introduces the background of the prognostic score and its 
potential application to selection bias. The prognostic score has been applied to 
confounding though not to the extent of its balancing score counterpart, the 
propensity score.6 This chapter extends the use of the prognostic score to 
selection bias. Intuitively, if the conceptual frame of inverse probability weights is 
to remove the arrow in a directed acyclic graph between a confounder and 
exposure for confounding or similarly for selection bias between exposure and 
other variables that cause selection, then utilizing prognostic scores as a weight 
may also remove selection bias. If this is so then the prognostic score represents 
a potential methodological approach to immigrative selection bias, where current 
methods require information about those not selected into the study in order to 
estimate the conditional probability of selection. 
The prognostic score can be derived using several methods, which will be 
termed the full population prognostic score, the unexposed prognostic score, and 
the modified prognostic score in this chapter. The full population prognostic score 
estimates the probability of the outcome as a function of the covariates including 
the exposure among the entire population and this model is used to generate a 
predicted score in which the exposure variable set to zero.1 The score generated 
by this procedure is often referred to as the full cohort disease risk score and is 
discussed further in Chapter 1.3 The unexposed prognostic score, also termed 
the unexposed-only disease risk score, estimates the probability of the outcome 
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as a function of the covariates among those in the study population who are 
unexposed. Then a score is predicted for the entire population (both exposed 
and unexposed) based on this model.2 Finally, the modified prognostic score 
estimates the probability of the outcome as a function of the covariates without 
regard to exposure status. 
Stuart et al. delineated that the term prognostic score refers to the 
extension of the disease risk score beyond binary outcomes to continuous, 
categorical, and ordinal outcomes.5 While Stuart et al. and Hansen argue for the 
generation of the prognostic score among the unexposed group, Arbogast et al. 
has shown that the full population score performs well in the event that the 
additional assumptions are met.3 Chapter 2 reviewed the use of the modified 
prognostic score in confounding. Using DAGs, this chapter will explore the 
performance of the three prognostic score variants compared to existing methods 
to correct for selection bias and both selection bias and confounding.
3.2 Methods 
In this chapter, weighting approaches using the various prognostic scores 
are compared to inverse probability-of-selection weights (IPSW), to combination 
weighting approaches using prognostic scores and IPSW, and to direct 
adjustment for variables that induce selection using Monte Carlo simulations 
based on several DAGs. Though weighting is an accepted approach with the 
propensity score,21,22 it has not been significantly explored using the prognostic 
score.6,9  
The Monte Carlo simulations in this chapter were based on three different 
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DAGs that include selection bias or selection bias and confounding. Selection 
DAG 1 (Figure 7) depicts a binary exposure variable (E), a binary outcome 
variable (Y), a variable representing selection into the study (S), and a variable 
that affects selection into the study (L). The variable representing selection (S) 
into the study will be referred to as the selection variable and the variable that 
affects selection into the study (L) will be referred to as a selection covariate for 
the purposes of this simulation. This DAG follows the causal structure for 
selection bias proposed by Hernán et al.11 because the exposure (E) and the 
selection covariate (L) that causes the outcome (Y) collide at the selection 
variable (S). Only those who are selected into the study can be included in the 
analysis, so by default the selection variable (S) is always conditioned on, and in 
this case it is a collider that meets the structural criteria for selection bias. 
Simulation 1, based on Selection DAG 1, explores regression results when the 
exposure and the outcome have a null association (conditional OR=1) and when 
the exposure and the outcome have a moderate, positive association (conditional 
OR=3). Table 6 provides the equations used to generate the variables for 
Simulation 1.  
For Simulation 1, each iteration generated a source population of 1000 
observations based on the equations from Table 6. Observations where S=1 
were included in the study population (i.e. selected into the study). Several 
models were built based on unexposed prognostic score, the full population 
prognostic score, the modified prognostic score, IPSW, and direct adjustment. 
These models were compared with each other, to the crude model, and to the 
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model results from those selected and unselected into the study. Table 7 
describes all of the models used in Simulation 1.  The marginal odds ratio for 
Simulation 1 was determined using Austin’s method as in Chapter 2.18  
A total of 1,000 iterations of Simulation 1 were performed. The robust 
variance for each model was calculated in each iteration using the sandwich 
package in R.19,20 As in Chapter 2, the percent relative bias and mean squared 
error (MSE) were calculated for each iteration by comparing the model estimate 
to both the conditional and marginal odds ratios when the conditional OR=3. The 
effect estimates (log OR) and robust variance was also obtained for each 
iteration. The Monte Carlo variance for each estimate was determined using the 
bootstrap estimator after 1,000 iterations. When the conditional OR=1, the effect 
estimates (log OR), robust variance, MSE, and Monte Carlo variance were 
calculated. Boxplots of the effect estimates, the log robust variance, the percent 
relative bias compared to both the Marginal and Conditional log ORs, and the log 
MSE of the estimate compared to the Marginal and Conditional log ORs were 











Figure 7: Selection DAG 1 
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Table 6: Selection Simulation 1 Equations  
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Table 7: Selection Simulation 1 Models 
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Selection DAG 2 (Figure 8) builds upon Selection DAG 1 by introducing a 
confounder into the selection bias causal model. The purpose of this simulation is 
to examine the performance of various prognostic score approaches, including 
combination weights using IPEW, in situations of selection bias and confounding. 
Similar to Simulation 1, Simulation 2 is based on Selection DAG 2 and explores 
the results for a null relationship (conditional OR=1) and a moderate, positive 
association (conditional OR=3). Table 8 provides the equations for Simulation 2. 
Each iteration of Simulation 2 generated 1,000 observations. Observations 
where S=1 were included in the study population (i.e. selected into the study). A 
total of 1,000 iterations of Simulations 2 were performed. Several models were 
built using unexposed prognostic score weights based on L and C, the full 
population prognostic score weights based on L, C, and E (setting exposure to 
unexposed when estimating the prognostic score weight), the modified 
prognostic score weights based on L and C, combination weights using IPW 
based on C and each variant of the prognostic score based on L only. Other 
models employed direct adjustment for L and C, direct adjustment for L only, and 
direct adjustment for C. The crude model and the model based on those selected 
and unselected into the study were also included in the simulation.  
Table 9 lists all of the models used in Simulation 2. As seen in Table 9, 
models 1-7 are the different approaches to control for both selection bias and 
confounding, while models 8-11 only partially address these biases. The 
marginal odds ratio for Simulation 2 was determined using the same method as 
in Simulation 1. As in Simulation 1, the log robust variance and effect estimates 
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were compared.  The MSE were compared between models, and information 
was presented regarding the percent relative bias compared to the conditional 
and marginal odds ratios when the conditional OR=3. The Monte Carlo variance 
for each estimate was determined using the bootstrap estimator after 1,000 
iterations. Boxplots of the comparisons were also created. 
     Figure 8: Selection DAG 2 
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Selection DAG 3 (Figure 9) includes the exposure variable (E), selection 
covariate (L), selection variable (S), and outcome variable (Y). However, it 
introduces an additional unmeasured selection covariate (U) and L is now a 
collider with S as a descendent node. In this simulation, methods to address 
selection bias are limited. Because S is by default conditioned on when only 
selected populations are included in the analysis, L would be partially conditioned 
on given that it is upstream of S, resulting in selection bias.  
Adjusting for L would likely increase the collider-stratification bias in the 
estimate. Given that U is unmeasured, traditional approaches require information 
on those not selected into the study or would not account for the effect of 
selection bias. If both those selected (S=1) and those not selected (S=0) into the 
sample provided information on L, then IPSW could be used to remove selection 
bias. However, with immigrative selection bias this usually is not the situation and 
L is unknown among those not included in the sample. This is a major limitation 
of the IPSW approach as well as other approaches to address selection bias. 
Similar to previous simulations, Simulation 3 is based on Selection DAG 3 and 
explores the results for a null relationship (conditional OR=1) and a moderate, 
positive association (conditional OR=3). Table 10 provides the equations used to 
generate Simulation 3.  
Simulation 3 generated 1,000 observations and a total of 1,000 iterations 
were performed. Observations where S=1 were included in the study population 
(i.e. selected into the study). Table 11 lists all of the models used in Simulation 3. 
Models 1-5 use the measured data and were built using unexposed prognostic 
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score weights based on L, the full population prognostic score weights based on 
L, the modified prognostic score weights based on L, the IPSW based on E and 
L, and direct adjustment on L in addition to the crude model. Models 6-10 use the 
various prognostic scores, IPSW, and direct adjustment on L and U, although U 
would be unavailable in practice. Model 11 based on those selected and 
unselected into the study was also included in the simulation.  
As in Simulation 1 and 2, the marginal odds ratio, robust variance, effect 
estimates, and MSE were calculated for each iteration. Information was 
presented regarding the percent relative bias compared to the conditional and 
marginal odds ratios when the conditional OR was set to 3. The Monte Carlo 







Figure 9: Selection DAG 3 
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Table 10: Selection Simulation 3 Equations 
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3.3 Results 
Simulation 1 
The distributions of the effect estimates for each model of Simulation 1 
where the association is moderate (conditional OR=3) are displayed in the top 
plot of Figure 10 with reference lines marking the conditional and marginal odds 
ratios. The bottom plot of Figure 10 is the distribution of the log robust variance 
estimates for each model for Simulation 1 with the moderate effect. Figure 11 
depicts the percent relative bias for each model compared to the conditional and 
marginal OR in the top left and right plots, respectively, and log MSE for each 
model compared to the conditional and marginal OR in the bottom left and right 
plots. Table 12 provides a summary of the results of Simulation 1 when the 
conditional odds ratio is set to 3.  
The mean marginal odds ratio across the 1,000 iterations of the simulation 
was found to be 2.59 (logOR=0.952). Model 4 uses inverse probability of 
selection weights (IPSW) and appears to yield an estimate of the marginal odds 
ratio. This is also seen in Model 6, which is the regression of Y on E in the full 
population i.e. those who were selected and not selected into the study. This can 
be thought of as the unbiased or true study population effect. The median relative 
percent bias comparing Model 4 (IPSW) and Model 6 (full population) to the 
marginal log odds ratio is 0.1614% and 2.782%, respectively. It should be noted 
that data from both the selected and unselected population on covariates that 
affect selection into the study is often not available in order to develop IPSW or 
obtain the effect estimate in the true population. In cases of immigrative selection 
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bias, Model 4 and Model 6 are unlikely to be used in analysis because of missing 
information about those selected into the study. 
The models using the prognostic weights from the unexposed group, the 
full sample prognostic weights, the modified prognostic weights, and direct 
adjustment on L (Models 1-3 and 5) yield effect estimates closer to the 
conditional odds ratio. The direct adjustment model (Model 5) had the largest 
percent relative bias (3.095%) compared to the conditional OR, while the model 
using modified prognostic score weights had the lowest percent relative bias (-
0.724%) compared to the conditional OR. When comparing these models to the 
marginal OR, the percent relative bias ranged from approximately 14.5 to 19%. It 
is interesting to note that the modified prognostic weights yield the marginal odds 
ratio in Chapter 2, when only confounders were present in the model; however, in 
Simulation 1, which includes only selection bias, the use of modified prognostic 
weights appears to yield in the conditional effect estimate. 
The Monte Carlo variance estimates and median robust variance 
estimates are similar for all of the models. Apart from the crude model, Models 4 
and 6 have the lowest variances. Model 5, which directly adjusts on L, has the 
highest variance using robust variance, while the unexposed prognostic weights 
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Figure 10: Simulation 1 (Conditional OR=3) Effect Estimate  
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When Simulation 1 has a null effect (conditional OR=1), Figure 12 is the 
distribution of the effect estimates for each model and Figure 13 displays the log 
robust variance estimates and log MSE for each model. Table 13 is a summary 
of the results for Simulation 1 when the effect estimate is null. 
 In a model with a null effect estimate the marginal and conditional odds 
ratios are equivalent and thus the differences in conditional versus marginal 
effect estimates among the models for Simulation 1 when the OR was 3 are not 
seen. Models 1 through 6 approximate the conditional OR and the marginal odds 
ratio that was calculated in the simulation (both OR=1). The median effect 
estimate using the crude model is -0.154 while the median effect estimates of the 
other models range from -0.046 to -0.011.  
Apart from Model 6, which had the true population data and by default a 
larger sample size, the Monte Carlo variance estimates and median robust 
variance estimates are similar across all of the models. It is of note that the 
unexposed prognostic score weights (Model 1) had the lowest Monte Carlo 
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Figure 13: Simulation 1 (Conditional OR=1)  
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Simulation 2 
The results for each of the models in Simulation 2 where the effect is 
moderate (conditional OR=3) are displayed in Figures 14-16. Figure 14 is a 
boxplot of the effect estimates with reference lines marking the conditional and 
marginal odds ratios. Figure 15 is a boxplot of the log robust variance estimates. 
Figure 16 are boxplots of the percent relative bias (top) and log MSE (bottom) for 
the models that control for both confounding and selection bias (Models 1-7) 
compared to the conditional (left) and marginal OR (right). Models 9, 10, and 11 
are presented to provide information based on the bias that can be attributed to 
selection bias when confounding is controlled for and vice versa. Model 8 yields 
the effect estimate based on direct adjustment for the confounder among the 
selected and unselected observations. Table 14 provides a summary of the 
results of Simulation 2 when the conditional odds ratio is set to 3. 
The mean marginal odds ratio across the 1,000 iterations of the simulation 
was 2.571 (logOR=0.944). The unexposed prognostic score based on L and C 
(Model 1), full sample prognostic score based on L and C (Model 2), combination 
weights using the unexposed prognostic score and IPEW (Model 4), combination 
weights using the full population prognostic score and IPEW (Model 5), and 
direct adjustment (Model 7) appear yield the conditional odds ratio based on the 
figures. The median percent relative bias from Table 14 for Models 1, 2, 4, 5, and 
7 all have an absolute value of less than 1.5% when compared to the conditional 
OR. The modified prognostic score (Model 3) appears to yield a result 
somewhere in between the marginal and conditional OR with a median percent 
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relative bias of -7.99% compared to the conditional OR and 7.08% compared to 
the marginal OR. There is also an increased bias observed when using the 
combination weights of the modified prognostic score and IPEW (Model 6) with a 
median percent relative bias of -2.85% compared to the conditional OR and 
13.25% compared to the marginal OR. The observed bias is likely reduced by the 
inclusion of IPEW weights when compared to only the modified prognostic model 
(Model 3).  
None of the models that control for selection bias and confounding 
(Models 1-7) appear to yield the marginal odds ratio. It is likely that combined 
weights using IPEW and IPSW could yield the marginal for this DAG. The Monte 
Carlo variance estimates and median robust variance estimates are similar for all 
of the models that address both selection and confounding with values ranging 
from 0.022 to 0.03. Interestingly the models using the modified prognostic score 
(Models 3 and 6), which did not appear to estimate either the conditional or the 
marginal OR, had the lowest variance estimates. The model that directly adjusts 
for L and C (Model 7) has the highest median robust variance estimate, while the 
unexposed prognostic score (Model 1) has the highest Monte Carlo variance 
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For the null effect (conditional OR=1) in Simulation 2, Figure 16 is the 
distribution of the effect estimates for all the models, Figure 17 is the log robust 
variance estimates for all the models, and Figure 38 is the log MSE compared to 
the conditional OR for the models that address both selection bias and 
confounding (Models 1-7). The calculations and figures were created using log 
odds ratios for each model in Simulation 2. Models 9, 10, and 11 estimate the 
bias that can be attributed solely to either selection or confounding bias. Model 8 
yields the effect estimate based on direct adjustment for the confounder among 
the selected and unselected observations. Table 15 is a summary of the results 
for Simulation 2 when the effect estimate is null (OR=1). 
The observed differences between the models for Simulation 2 based on 
the marginal and conditional OR are not seen with a null effect estimate because 
the marginal and conditional OR are equivalent. Models 1 through 7 approximate 
the marginal odds ratio and all have approximately a 1% or lower median percent 
relative bias compared to a -23.1% relative bias in the crude model. The Monte 
Carlo variance estimates and median robust variance estimates are similar for all 
of the models that address both selection bias and confounding (Models 1-7). As 
observed in the first part of Simulation 2, the model that directly adjusts for L and 
C (Model 7) has the highest median robust variance estimate, while the 
unexposed prognostic score (Model 1) has the highest Monte Carlo variance 
estimate. Again, the full sample prognostic score model (Model 2) was observed 
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Simulation 3 
The results for each of the models in Simulation 3 where the effect is 
moderate (conditional OR=3) are displayed in Figures 18-21. Figure 18 is the 
effect estimates and Figure 19 is the log robust variance estimates. Figures 20 
shows the percent relative bias compared to the conditional (left) and marginal 
(right) ORs for the prognostic score models based on L (Models 1-5) in the top 
panels and for the prognostic score models based on U and L in the bottom 
panels. Figure 21 shows the log MSE compared to the conditional (left) and 
marginal (right) ORs for the prognostic score models based on L (Models 1-5) in 
the top panels and for the prognostic score models based on U and L in the 
bottom panels. Table 16 summarizes the results of Simulation 3 when the odds 
ratio is set to 3. 
The mean marginal odds ratio across the 1,000 iterations of the simulation 
was 2.608 (logOR=0.959). The model results in this simulation can be separated 
by whether or not they use the covariate U in the model. U represents an 
unmeasured selection variable, so in practice only the crude model and Models 
1-5 could be included in the analysis. It should also be noted that Model 4 and 
Model 9, based on IPSW, require that information be known regarding those who 
are not selected into the study. This is often a limitation in situations with 
immigrative selection bias. Of Models 1-5, only Model 4 that uses IPSW yields an 
unbiased estimate. Model 4 approximates the marginal odds ratio with a median 
percent relative bias on -0.39%. The three prognostic models based only on L 
(Models 1, 2, and 3) and Model 5, which directly adjusts on L, result in more bias 
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than the crude model. The median percent relative bias for these models is 
higher than 30% when compared to the conditional OR and higher than 
approximately 25% when compared to the marginal OR.  
Models 6 through 10 includes estimates using the three prognostic scores 
weights based on U and L, IPSW using U and L, and direct adjustment for U and 
L. If U had been measured, then Models 6 through 10 could have been included 
in the analysis resulting in similar conclusions to Simulation 1 and 2. Model 11 is 
the crude regression model performed in the full population and should represent 
the effect estimate in the absence of selection bias but with confounding bias. 
For Models 6-10, the unexposed prognostic score weights, full population 
prognostic score weights, and direct adjustment model appear to estimate the 
conditional OR, while IPSW estimates the marginal OR. As seen in Simulation 2, 
the modified prognostic score has a higher percent relative bias than the other 
models when compared to the marginal and conditional OR. It is likely that it 
yields and effect estimate somewhere in between the marginal and conditional 
OR. 
The Monte Carlo variance estimates and median robust variance 
estimates are similar for all of the models regardless of whether or not they 
include U. As in Simulation 2, the model that directly adjusts for L and U (Model 
10) has the highest median robust variance estimate, while the unexposed 
prognostic score using L and U (Model 6) has the highest Monte Carlo variance. 
Models 6-10 (based on U and L) performed better by MSE than Models 1-5 
(based on L only), which is intuitive since they were more biased than the crude.  
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Figure 21: Simulation 3 (Conditional OR=3)  
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Chapter 3: Selection Bias  Results 
The results for Simulation 3 with the null effect (conditional OR=1) are 
displayed in Figure 22. The top left plot in the figure is the distribution of the 
effect estimates for all the models, the top right plot is the log robust variance 
estimates for all the models, the bottom left plot is the log MSE for the models 
based on L only (Models 1-5), and the bottom right plot is the log MSE for the 
models based on L and U (Models 1-5). Table 17 is a summary of the results for 
Simulation 3 when the effect estimate is null (OR=1). 
Models 4 and 9, based on IPSW, require that information be known 
regarding those who are not selected into the study in order to estimate the 
probability of selection. As in the prior simulation, U represents an unmeasured 
variable and thus only models 1 through 5 could be performed in an analysis. Of 
these models, only Model 4 yields an unbiased estimate with a median percent 
relative bias of -1.076%. The three prognostic models based only on L (Models 1, 
2, and 3) and Model 5, which directly adjusts on L, again result in more bias than 
the crude model. The log OR estimated from the crude model is -0.089, while the 
log ORs estimated using models 1, 2, 3, and 5 are approximately -0.2.  
Models 6 through 11 includes estimates using the three prognostic scores 
weights based on U and L, direct adjustment for U and L, and IPSW using U and 
L. These models similar conclusions to Simulation 1 and 2 when the effect 
estimate is null. The Monte Carlo variance estimates and robust variance 
estimates are similar for all of the models. The direct adjustment model has the 
highest median robust variance estimate and the unexposed prognostic score 
using L and U (Model 6) has the highest Monte Carlo variance estimate.  
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Table 17: Results for Simulation 3, OR=1 
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3.4 Discussion 
This chapter examined the use of prognostic score weighting as a method 
to address selection bias. Three variants of the prognostic score were 
incorporated into several simulations: the prognostic score estimated in the 
unexposed group, the prognostic score estimated in the full population with 
weights based on predicted values where the observations are fixed to be 
unexposed, and a modified prognostic score where the outcome is modeled as a 
function of the covariates without regard to the exposure. It was hypothesized 
that the three prognostic models would perform similarly and return an 
approximately unbiased effect estimate. In all three simulations when the 
conditional OR was set to 3, the unexposed prognostic score weights and full 
population prognostic score weights generated an estimate of the conditional 
odds ratio while weighting using the inverse probability of selection generated 
marginal odds ratio. The modified prognostic score appeared to result in an 
estimate somewhere between the marginal and conditional OR for Simulations 2 
and 3, while it was closer to the conditional OR for Simulation 1. In Hansen’s 
2008 publication on the prognostic score, he mentions that for a prognostic score 
that is estimated in both the unexposed and exposed group and the exposure 
increased the outcome there is a potential that “the estimated prognosis will be a 
mixture of the true propensity and prognostic scores.”2 This is referring to the full 
sample prognostic score; however, it could provide some insight into the 
observed results for the modified prognostic score. More information on how the 
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various prognostic score approaches perform when accounting for different 
biases is needed.  
This chapter also assessed the performance of different methods 
combining prognostic scores and inverse probability weighting to correct for both 
selection bias and confounding. The combination weights performed comparably 
to other methods, though the three prognostic weights based on the selection 
and confounding variables had a lower median percent relative bias. A better 
understanding of the methods that can address the combination of selection bias 
and confounding are needed. Further studies should examine the use of the 
prognostic score as an approach to multiple biases, including selection bias.  
Finally, Simulation 3 examined the case of selection bias where a variable 
causing selection is a collider with an unmeasured variable inducing the selection 
bias. Without including the unmeasured variable in the model or in the model for 
the weights, the only approach that was able to remove the selection bias was 
the inverse probability of selection weights (IPSW) based on the exposure and 
the measured selection collider. Direct adjustment on the measured selection 
collider and the three prognostic score weights based on the measured selection 
variables induced more bias into the model. While IPSW performed well, it 
requires that information be known about those who were not selected into the 
study in order to estimate the probability of selection. This is a practical approach 
for nested studies; however, outside of a larger study, the data is difficult to 
obtain. Further methods to address immigrative selection bias particularly when 
there is an unmeasured variable inducing selection or a collider are needed.
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Chapter 4: Summary and Discussion 
The prognostic score has been found to be an acceptable alternative to 
the use of the propensity score as a covariate balancing score and can 
appropriately remove bias due to confounding.2-4 The prognostic score has also 
been shown to be a promising supplementary approach to confounding in 
combination with the propensity score.5,9 This thesis sought to examine potential 
applications of the prognostic score to confounding that could prove to be 
equivalent to the propensity score with the aim that the applications would result 
in a dual approach to address confounding. One objective was to assess the 
equivalency and performance of the modified prognostic score and the 
propensity score in a simulation of a confounded logistic model with binary 
exposure. Methods combining the modified prognostic score and the propensity 
score were also assessed. The results indicated that weighting using either the 
modified prognostic score or the propensity score removed bias due to 
confounding. It was found that both scores yielded the marginal odds ratio, 
whereas the standard prognostic score restricted to the unexposed for 
developing the model or the full sample prognostic score resulted in a conditional 
OR. While weighting on the modified prognostic or propensity score yielded the 
marginal odds ratio, the combination methods returned estimates closer to the 
conditional odds ratio. 
Methods for immigrative selection bias are often limited by the availability 
of data for those who did not enter the study. This thesis examined the use of the 
prognostic score as a potential approach to immigrative selection bias. Three 
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variants of the prognostic score were incorporated into several simulations: 
unexposed prognostic score, the full population prognostic score, and the 
modified prognostic score described in Chapter 2. In Simulations 1, 2, and 3, the 
unexposed and full population prognostic weights generated an estimate of the 
conditional odds ratio. In Simulations 2 and 3, the modified prognostic score 
yielded an estimate that appeared to be a mix of the marginal and conditional 
OR. The modified prognostic score yielded an estimate similar to the conditional 
OR in Simulation 1, but the percent relative bias was higher than the other 
prognostic models and it is likely that the effect estimate could have been a 
mixture of the conditional and marginal OR. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Hansen 
refers to this possibility for the full sample prognostic score, so perhaps the result 
for the modified prognostic score, which includes the full sample and does not 
account for the exposure can in part be explained. This result contrasted the 
marginal odds ratio that was obtained in the confounding simulation. Perhaps the 
performance of the score is influenced by the underlying causal structure in 
selection bias, which resulted in an estimate of the conditional odds ratio rather 
than the marginal odds ratio that was obtained in the confounding simulation. 
The combination of IPW and prognostic weights to address simultaneous 
selection bias and confounding performed comparably to other methods. The 
case of selection bias where a variable causing selection is a collider with an 
unmeasured variable inducing the selection bias was also examined. Inverse 
probability of selection weights (IPSW) based on the exposure and the measured 
selection collider yielded an unbiased effect estimate while the prognostic score 
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approaches induced more bias.  
The use of a modified prognostic score and the application of prognostic 
scores to selection biased increased the understanding of the performance and 
potential applications of prognostic scores to epidemiologic models. The differing 
estimation of the marginal and conditional odds ratio while using the various 
prognostic score approaches should be examined further. Additionally, more 
information regarding the use of weighting in combined prognostic and 
propensity score methods is needed. The performance of the combined weights 
differed by causal model, including whether the effect estimated the marginal or 
conditional odds ratio. Further methods to address immigrative selection bias that 
do not rely on information on those outside of the study population. Similarly, 
methods for identifying and developing a causal model of selection bias are 





This is the R code for the Confounding Simulation detailed in Chapter 2. Part 1 is 
the code for when the conditional odds ratio is set to 3, and Part 2 is the code for 




#                     Part 1: Simulation based on Confounding DAG:            # 
#                  Compares Prognostic and Propensity Weight                  # 
#                          Approaches to Confounding                          # 
############################################################################### 
 
conf.dat<-function(n, beta4, seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
       
      Cvar1<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.5) 
      Cvar2<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.6) 
      Cvar3<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.5) 
       
      delta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      delta1<-log(1/3) 
      delta2<-log(3) 
      delta3<-log(3) 
      probE<-exp(delta0+delta1*Cvar1+delta2*Cvar2+delta3*Cvar3)/(1 +  
                  exp(delta0+delta1*Cvar1+delta2*Cvar2+delta3*Cvar3)) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n,1, prob= probE) 
      beta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      beta1<-log(3) 
      beta2<-log(3) 
      beta3<-log(3) 
      probY<-exp(beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3+beta4*Evar)/(1 +  
                  exp(beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3+beta4*Evar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      dat.conf<-data.frame(Evar, Yvar, Cvar1, Cvar2, Cvar3)  
       
      # crude 
      crude.y.conf<-glm(Yvar~Evar,data=dat.conf,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      crude.e.conf<-glm(Evar~Yvar,data=dat.conf,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 1: unexposed prognostic score 
      wt1.conf <- glm(Yvar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3, 
                      data=dat.conf[dat.conf$Evar==0,],family=binomial) 
      dat.conf$wt1.conf <- predict(wt1.conf,newdata=dat.conf,type="response")  
      dat.conf$wt1.conf[dat.conf$Yvar==0]<- 
1-dat.conf$wt1.conf[dat.conf$Yvar==0] 
      wt1<-1/(dat.conf$wt1.conf)  
      wt1.s <- (dat.conf$Yvar*mean(dat.conf$Yvar) +  
                      (1-dat.conf$Yvar)*(1-mean(dat.conf$Yvar))) * wt1 
      mod1y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf,  
                      weights=wt1.s, family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod1e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf,  
                      weights=wt1.s, family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 2: full sample prognostic score 
       





      tmp <- dat.conf 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt2<- predict(wt2,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      wt2.s <- dat.conf$Yvar*(mean(dat.conf$Yvar)/wt2) +  
            (1-dat.conf$Yvar)*((1-mean(dat.conf$Yvar))/(1-wt2)) 
      mod2y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt2.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod2e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt2.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
       
      # model 3: modified prognostic score 
      wt3 <- glm(Yvar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3, 
                 data=dat.conf,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      wt3.s <- dat.conf$Yvar*(mean(dat.conf$Yvar)/wt3) +  
            (1-dat.conf$Yvar)*((1-mean(dat.conf$Yvar))/(1-wt3)) 
      mod3y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt3.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod3e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt3.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 4: stabilized IPEW 
      wt4 <- glm(Evar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                 family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      wt4.s <- dat.conf$Evar*(mean(dat.conf$Evar)/wt4) +  
            (1-dat.conf$Evar)*((1-mean(dat.conf$Evar))/(1-wt4)) 
      mod4y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt4.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod4e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt4.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 5: direct adjustment 
      mod5y.conf<-glm(Yvar~Evar+Cvar1+Cvar2+Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod5e.conf<-glm(Evar~Yvar+Cvar1+Cvar2+Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 6: combo weights-  
# modified prog score (stabilized) and IPEW (stabilized) 
      combo<-wt3.s*wt4.s 
      mod6y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=combo,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod6e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=combo,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # weight by modified prog score, subclassification by propensity 
      library(MatchIt) 
      sub.set1 <- matchit(Evar ~ Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                  method="subclass",sub.by="all",subclass=5,discard="both") 
      sub.dat1 <- match.data(sub.set1,"all") 
      mod7y.conf <- glm(Yvar~Evar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat1, 
                        weights=wt3.s,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod7e.conf <- glm(Evar~Yvar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat1, 
                        weights=wt3.s,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # weight by ipw (propensity), stratify by modified prog score 
      sub.set2 <- matchit(Yvar ~ Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 




      sub.dat2 <- match.data(sub.set2,"all") 
      mod8y.conf <- glm(Yvar~Evar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat2, 
                        weights=wt4.s,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod8e.conf <- glm(Evar~Yvar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat2, 
                        weights=wt4.s,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # marginal or (for y on e) 
      pbar0 <- (beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3+beta4) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
       
      beta.crude.y<-summary(crude.y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude.y<-(summary(crude.y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.crude.e<-summary(crude.e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude.e<-(summary(crude.e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1y<-summary(mod1y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1y<-(summary(mod1y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1e<-summary(mod1e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1e<-(summary(mod1e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2y<-summary(mod2y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2y<-(summary(mod2y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2e<-summary(mod2e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2e<-(summary(mod2e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3y<-summary(mod3y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3y<-(summary(mod3y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3e<-summary(mod3e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3e<-(summary(mod3e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4y<-summary(mod4y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4y<-(summary(mod4y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4e<-summary(mod4e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4e<-(summary(mod4e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5y<-summary(mod5y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5y<-(summary(mod5y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5e<-summary(mod5e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5e<-(summary(mod5e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6y<-summary(mod6y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6y<-(summary(mod6y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6e<-summary(mod6e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6e<-(summary(mod6e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7y<-summary(mod7y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7y<-(summary(mod7y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7e<-summary(mod7e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7e<-(summary(mod7e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8y<-summary(mod8y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8y<-(summary(mod8y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8e<-summary(mod8e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8e<-(summary(mod8e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
       
      ## insert calculation for % bias 
      bias.crudecond.y=((beta.crude.y-log(3))/log(3))*100  
      bias.crudemarg.y=((beta.crude.y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.crudecond.e=((beta.crude.e-log(3))/log(3))*100  
      bias.crudemarg.e=((beta.crude.e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod1y.c=((beta.mod1y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod1y.m=((beta.mod1y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod1e.c=((beta.mod1e-log(3))/log(3))*100 




      bias.mod2y.c=((beta.mod2y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod2y.m=((beta.mod2y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod2e.c=((beta.mod2e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod2e.m=((beta.mod2e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod3y.c=((beta.mod3y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod3y.m=((beta.mod3y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod3e.c=((beta.mod3e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod3e.m=((beta.mod3e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod4y.c=((beta.mod4y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod4y.m=((beta.mod4y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod4e.c=((beta.mod4e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod4e.m=((beta.mod4e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod5y.c=((beta.mod5y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod5y.m=((beta.mod5y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod5e.c=((beta.mod5e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod5e.m=((beta.mod5e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod6y.c=((beta.mod6y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod6y.m=((beta.mod6y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod6e.c=((beta.mod6e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod6e.m=((beta.mod6e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod7y.c=((beta.mod7y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod7y.m=((beta.mod7y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod7e.c=((beta.mod7e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod7e.m=((beta.mod7e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod8y.c=((beta.mod8y-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod8y.m=((beta.mod8y-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod8e.c=((beta.mod8e-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod8e.m=((beta.mod8e-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
       
      ## robust variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude.y <- diag(sandwich(crude.y.conf)) 
      robust.crude.y <- robust.crude.y[2] 
      robust.crude.e <- diag(sandwich(crude.e.conf)) 
      robust.crude.e <- robust.crude.e[2] 
      robust.mod1y <- diag(sandwich(mod1y.conf)) 
      robust.mod1y <-robust.mod1y[2] 
      robust.mod1e <- diag(sandwich(mod1e.conf)) 
      robust.mod1e <-robust.mod1e[2] 
      robust.mod2y <- diag(sandwich(mod2y.conf)) 
      robust.mod2y <-robust.mod2y[2] 
      robust.mod2e <- diag(sandwich(mod2e.conf)) 
      robust.mod2e <-robust.mod2e[2] 
      robust.mod3y <- diag(sandwich(mod3y.conf)) 
      robust.mod3y <-robust.mod3y[2] 
      robust.mod3e <- diag(sandwich(mod3e.conf)) 
      robust.mod3e <-robust.mod3e[2] 
      robust.mod4y <- diag(sandwich(mod4y.conf)) 
      robust.mod4y <-robust.mod4y[2] 
      robust.mod4e <- diag(sandwich(mod4e.conf)) 
      robust.mod4e <-robust.mod4e[2] 
      robust.mod5y <- diag(sandwich(mod5y.conf)) 
      robust.mod5y <-robust.mod5y[2] 
      robust.mod5e <- diag(sandwich(mod5e.conf)) 
      robust.mod5e <-robust.mod5e[2] 
      robust.mod6y <- diag(sandwich(mod6y.conf)) 
      robust.mod6y <-robust.mod6y[2] 
      robust.mod6e <- diag(sandwich(mod6e.conf)) 




      robust.mod7y <- diag(sandwich(mod7y.conf)) 
      robust.mod7y <-robust.mod7y[2] 
      robust.mod7e <- diag(sandwich(mod7e.conf)) 
      robust.mod7e <-robust.mod7e[2] 
      robust.mod8y <- diag(sandwich(mod8y.conf)) 
      robust.mod8y <-robust.mod8y[2] 
      robust.mod8e <- diag(sandwich(mod8e.conf)) 
      robust.mod8e <-robust.mod8e[2] 
       
      ## mse calculation on log scale (using robust variance) 
      mse.crudecond.y=((bias.crudecond.y/100)^2)+robust.crude.y 
      mse.crudemarg.y=((bias.crudemarg.y/100)^2)+robust.crude.y 
      mse.crudecond.e=((bias.crudecond.e/100)^2)+robust.crude.e 
      mse.crudemarg.e=((bias.crudemarg.e/100)^2)+robust.crude.e 
      mse.mod1y.c=((bias.mod1y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod1y 
      mse.mod1e.c=((bias.mod1e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod1e 
      mse.mod1y.m=((bias.mod1y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod1y 
      mse.mod1e.m=((bias.mod1e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod1e 
      mse.mod2y.c=((bias.mod2y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod2y 
      mse.mod2e.c=((bias.mod2e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod2e 
      mse.mod2y.m=((bias.mod2y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod2y 
      mse.mod2e.m=((bias.mod2e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod2e 
      mse.mod3y.c=((bias.mod3y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod3y 
      mse.mod3e.c=((bias.mod3e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod3e 
      mse.mod3y.m=((bias.mod3y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod3y 
      mse.mod3e.m=((bias.mod3e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod3e 
      mse.mod4y.c=((bias.mod4y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod4y 
      mse.mod4e.c=((bias.mod4e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod4e 
      mse.mod4y.m=((bias.mod4y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod4y 
      mse.mod4e.m=((bias.mod4e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod4e 
      mse.mod5y.c=((bias.mod5y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod5y 
      mse.mod5e.c=((bias.mod5e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod5e 
      mse.mod5y.m=((bias.mod5y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod5y 
      mse.mod5e.m=((bias.mod5e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod5e 
      mse.mod6y.c=((bias.mod6y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod6y 
      mse.mod6e.c=((bias.mod6e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod6e 
      mse.mod6y.m=((bias.mod6y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod6y 
      mse.mod6e.m=((bias.mod6e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod6e 
      mse.mod7y.c=((bias.mod7y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod7y 
      mse.mod7e.c=((bias.mod7e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod7e 
      mse.mod7y.m=((bias.mod7y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod7y 
      mse.mod7e.m=((bias.mod7e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod7e 
      mse.mod8y.c=((bias.mod8y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod8y 
      mse.mod8e.c=((bias.mod8e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod8e 
      mse.mod8y.m=((bias.mod8y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod8y 
      mse.mod8e.m=((bias.mod8e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod8e 
       
      lmse.crudecond.y=log(((bias.crudecond.y/100)^2)+robust.crude.y) 
      lmse.crudemarg.y=log(((bias.crudemarg.y/100)^2)+robust.crude.y) 
      lmse.crudecond.e=log(((bias.crudecond.e/100)^2)+robust.crude.e) 
      lmse.crudemarg.e=log(((bias.crudemarg.e/100)^2)+robust.crude.e) 
      lmse.mod1y.c=log(((bias.mod1y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod1y) 
      lmse.mod1e.c=log(((bias.mod1e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod1e) 
      lmse.mod1y.m=log(((bias.mod1y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod1y) 
      lmse.mod1e.m=log(((bias.mod1e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod1e) 
      lmse.mod2y.c=log(((bias.mod2y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod2y) 
      lmse.mod2e.c=log(((bias.mod2e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod2e) 
      lmse.mod2y.m=log(((bias.mod2y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod2y) 




      lmse.mod3y.c=log(((bias.mod3y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod3y) 
      lmse.mod3e.c=log(((bias.mod3e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod3e) 
      lmse.mod3y.m=log(((bias.mod3y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod3y) 
      lmse.mod3e.m=log(((bias.mod3e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod3e) 
      lmse.mod4y.c=log(((bias.mod4y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod4y) 
      lmse.mod4e.c=log(((bias.mod4e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod4e) 
      lmse.mod4y.m=log(((bias.mod4y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod4y) 
      lmse.mod4e.m=log(((bias.mod4e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod4e) 
      lmse.mod5y.c=log(((bias.mod5y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod5y) 
      lmse.mod5e.c=log(((bias.mod5e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod5e) 
      lmse.mod5y.m=log(((bias.mod5y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod5y) 
      lmse.mod5e.m=log(((bias.mod5e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod5e) 
      lmse.mod6y.c=log(((bias.mod6y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod6y) 
      lmse.mod6e.c=log(((bias.mod6e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod6e) 
      lmse.mod6y.m=log(((bias.mod6y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod6y) 
      lmse.mod6e.m=log(((bias.mod6e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod6e) 
      lmse.mod7y.c=log(((bias.mod7y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod7y) 
      lmse.mod7e.c=log(((bias.mod7e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod7e) 
      lmse.mod7y.m=log(((bias.mod7y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod7y) 
      lmse.mod7e.m=log(((bias.mod7e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod7e) 
      lmse.mod8y.c=log(((bias.mod8y.c/100)^2)+robust.mod8y) 
      lmse.mod8e.c=log(((bias.mod8e.c/100)^2)+robust.mod8e) 
      lmse.mod8y.m=log(((bias.mod8y.m/100)^2)+robust.mod8y) 
      lmse.mod8e.m=log(((bias.mod8e.m/100)^2)+robust.mod8e) 
       
      ### convert robust variance to log scale 
       
      lrobust.crude.y <- log(robust.crude.y) 
      lrobust.crude.e <- log(robust.crude.e) 
      lrobust.mod1y <-log(robust.mod1y) 
      lrobust.mod1e <-log(robust.mod1e) 
      lrobust.mod2y <-log(robust.mod2y) 
      lrobust.mod2e <-log(robust.mod2e) 
      lrobust.mod3y <-log(robust.mod3y) 
      lrobust.mod3e <-log(robust.mod3e) 
      lrobust.mod4y <-log(robust.mod4y) 
      lrobust.mod4e <-log(robust.mod4e) 
      lrobust.mod5y <-log(robust.mod5y) 
      lrobust.mod5e <-log(robust.mod5e) 
      lrobust.mod6y <-log(robust.mod6y) 
      lrobust.mod6e <-log(robust.mod6e) 
      lrobust.mod7y <-log(robust.mod7y) 
      lrobust.mod7e <-log(robust.mod7e) 
      lrobust.mod8y <-log(robust.mod8y) 
      lrobust.mod8e <-log(robust.mod8e) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude.y, var.crude.y, beta.crude.e,  
                            var.crude.e, beta.mod1y, var.mod1y, beta.mod1e,  
                            var.mod1e, beta.mod2y, var.mod2y, beta.mod2e,  
                            var.mod2e, beta.mod3y, var.mod3y, beta.mod3e,  
                            var.mod3e, beta.mod4y, var.mod4y, beta.mod4e,  
                            var.mod4e, beta.mod5y, var.mod5y, beta.mod5e,  
                            var.mod5e, beta.mod6y, var.mod6y, beta.mod6e,  
                            var.mod6e, beta.mod7y, var.mod7y, beta.mod7e,  
                            var.mod7e, beta.mod8y, var.mod8y, beta.mod8e,  
                            var.mod8e, bias.crudecond.y, bias.crudemarg.y,  
                            bias.crudecond.e, bias.crudemarg.e, bias.mod1y.c,  
                            bias.mod1y.m, bias.mod1e.c, bias.mod1e.m,  




                            bias.mod2e.m, bias.mod3y.c, bias.mod3y.m,  
                            bias.mod3e.c, bias.mod3e.m, bias.mod4y.c,  
                            bias.mod4y.m, bias.mod4e.c, bias.mod4e.m,  
                            bias.mod5y.c, bias.mod5y.m, bias.mod5e.c,  
                            bias.mod5e.m, bias.mod6y.c, bias.mod6y.m,  
                            bias.mod6e.c, bias.mod6e.m, bias.mod7y.c,  
                            bias.mod7y.m, bias.mod7e.c, bias.mod7e.m, 
                            bias.mod8y.c, bias.mod8y.m, bias.mod8e.c,  
                            bias.mod8e.m, robust.crude.y, robust.crude.e,  
                            robust.mod1y, robust.mod1e, robust.mod2y,  
                            robust.mod2e, robust.mod3y, robust.mod3e,  
                            robust.mod4y, robust.mod4e, robust.mod5y,  
                            robust.mod5e, robust.mod6y, robust.mod6e,  
                            robust.mod7y, robust.mod7e, robust.mod8y, 
                            robust.mod8e, mse.crudecond.y, mse.crudecond.e,  
                            mse.crudemarg.y, mse.crudemarg.e, mse.mod1y.c,  
                            mse.mod1y.m, mse.mod1e.c, mse.mod1e.m, mse.mod2y.c,  
                            mse.mod2y.m, mse.mod2e.c, mse.mod2e.m, mse.mod3y.c,  
                            mse.mod3y.m, mse.mod3e.c, mse.mod3e.m, mse.mod4y.c,  
                            mse.mod4y.m, mse.mod4e.c, mse.mod4e.m, mse.mod5y.c,  
                            mse.mod5y.m, mse.mod5e.c, mse.mod5e.m, mse.mod6y.c,  
                            mse.mod6y.m, mse.mod6e.c, mse.mod6e.m, mse.mod7y.c,  
                            mse.mod7y.m, mse.mod7e.c, mse.mod7e.m, mse.mod8y.c, 
                            mse.mod8y.m, mse.mod8e.c, mse.mod8e.m, 
                            lrobust.crude.y, lrobust.crude.e, lrobust.mod1y, 
                            lrobust.mod1e, lrobust.mod2y, lrobust.mod2e, 
                            lrobust.mod3y, lrobust.mod3e, lrobust.mod4y, 
                            lrobust.mod4e, lrobust.mod5y, lrobust.mod5e,  
                            lrobust.mod6y, lrobust.mod6e, lrobust.mod7y,  
                            lrobust.mod7e, lrobust.mod8y, lrobust.mod8e,  
                            lmse.crudecond.y,lmse.crudecond.e,lmse.crudemarg.y, 
                            lmse.crudemarg.e, lmse.mod1y.c, lmse.mod1y.m, 
                            lmse.mod1e.c, lmse.mod1e.m, lmse.mod2y.c,  
                            lmse.mod2y.m, lmse.mod2e.c, lmse.mod2e.m,  
                            lmse.mod3y.c, lmse.mod3y.m, lmse.mod3e.c,  
                            lmse.mod3e.m, lmse.mod4y.c, lmse.mod4y.m, 
                            lmse.mod4e.c, lmse.mod4e.m, lmse.mod5y.c,  
                            lmse.mod5y.m, lmse.mod5e.c, lmse.mod5e.m,  
                            lmse.mod6y.c, lmse.mod6y.m, lmse.mod6e.c,  
                            lmse.mod6e.m, lmse.mod7y.c, lmse.mod7y.m, 
                            lmse.mod7e.c, lmse.mod7e.m, lmse.mod8y.c,  
                            lmse.mod8y.m, lmse.mod8e.c, lmse.mod8e.m, marg.or) 





temp.conf <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 
 






### bootstrap CIs and log variance for each model (y on e) 










quantile(conf.data[,5],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 1 y 
mod1.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,5]) 
mod1.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,9],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 2 y 
mod2.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,9]) 
mod2.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,13],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 3 y 
mod3.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,13]) 
mod3.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,17],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 4 y 
mod4.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,17]) 
mod4.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,21],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 5 y 
mod5.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,21]) 
mod5.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,25],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 6 y 
mod6.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,25]) 
mod6.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,29],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 7 y 
mod7.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,29]) 
mod7.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,33],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 8 y 
mod8.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,33]) 
mod8.boot.y 











#                     Part 2: Simulation based on Confounding DAG:            # 
#                  Compares Prognostic and Propensity Weight                  # 
#                          Approaches to Confounding                          # 
############################################################################### 
 
conf.dat<-function(n, beta4, seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
       
      Cvar1<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.5) 
      Cvar2<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.6) 
      Cvar3<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.5) 
       
      delta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      delta1<-log(1/3) 
      delta2<-log(3) 
      delta3<-log(3) 
      probE<-exp(delta0+delta1*Cvar1+delta2*Cvar2+delta3*Cvar3)/ 
            (1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Cvar1+delta2*Cvar2+delta3*Cvar3)) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n,1, prob= probE) 
      beta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      beta1<-log(3) 
      beta2<-log(3) 
      beta3<-log(3) 
      probY<-exp(beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3+beta4*Evar)/ 
            (1 + exp(beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3+beta4*Evar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      dat.conf<-data.frame(Evar, Yvar, Cvar1, Cvar2, Cvar3)  
       
      # crude 
      crude.y.conf<-glm(Yvar~Evar,data=dat.conf,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      crude.e.conf<-glm(Evar~Yvar,data=dat.conf,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 1: unexposed prognostic score 
      wt1.conf <- glm(Yvar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3, 
                      data=dat.conf[dat.conf$Evar==0,],family=binomial) 
      dat.conf$wt1.conf <- predict(wt1.conf,newdata=dat.conf,type="response")  
      dat.conf$wt1.conf[dat.conf$Yvar==0]<- 
1-dat.conf$wt1.conf[dat.conf$Yvar==0] 
      wt1<-1/(dat.conf$wt1.conf)  
      wt1.s <- (dat.conf$Yvar*mean(dat.conf$Yvar) +  
                      (1-dat.conf$Yvar)*(1-mean(dat.conf$Yvar))) * wt1 
      mod1y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt1.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod1e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt1.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 2: full sample prognostic score 
     
      wt2 <- glm(Yvar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3 +Evar, 
data=dat.conf,family=binomial) 
      tmp <- dat.conf 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt2<- predict(wt2,newdata=tmp,type="response") 




            (1-dat.conf$Yvar)*((1-mean(dat.conf$Yvar))/(1-wt2)) 
      mod2y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt2.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod2e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt2.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
       
      # model 3: modified prognostic score 
      wt3 <- glm(Yvar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                 family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      wt3.s <- dat.conf$Yvar*(mean(dat.conf$Yvar)/wt3) +  
            (1-dat.conf$Yvar)*((1-mean(dat.conf$Yvar))/(1-wt3)) 
      mod3y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt3.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod3e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt3.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 4: stabilized IPEW 
      wt4 <- glm(Evar~Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                 family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      wt4.s <- dat.conf$Evar*(mean(dat.conf$Evar)/wt4) +  
            (1-dat.conf$Evar)*((1-mean(dat.conf$Evar))/(1-wt4)) 
      mod4y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt4.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod4e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=wt4.s,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 5: direct adjustment 
      mod5y.conf<-glm(Yvar~Evar+Cvar1+Cvar2+Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod5e.conf<-glm(Evar~Yvar+Cvar1+Cvar2+Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 6: combo weights-  
# modified prog score (stabilized) and IPEW (stabilized) 
      combo<-wt3.s*wt4.s 
      mod6y.conf<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.conf, weights=combo,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod6e.conf<-glm(Evar ~ Yvar, data=dat.conf, weights=combo,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # weight by modified prog score, subclassification by propensity 
      library(MatchIt) 
      sub.set1 <- matchit(Evar ~ Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                  method="subclass",sub.by="all",subclass=5,discard="both") 
      sub.dat1 <- match.data(sub.set1,"all") 
      mod7y.conf <- glm(Yvar~Evar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat1,weights=wt3.s, 
                        family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod7e.conf <- glm(Evar~Yvar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat1,weights=wt3.s, 
                        family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # weight by ipw (propensity), stratify by modified prog score 
      sub.set2 <- matchit(Yvar ~ Cvar1 + Cvar2 + Cvar3,data=dat.conf, 
                  method="subclass",sub.by="all",subclass=5,discard="both") 
      sub.dat2 <- match.data(sub.set2,"all") 
      mod8y.conf <- glm(Yvar~Evar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat2,weights=wt4.s, 
                        family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      mod8e.conf <- glm(Evar~Yvar+factor(subclass),data=sub.dat2,weights=wt4.s, 




       
      # marginal or (for y on e) 
      pbar0 <- (beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (beta0+beta1*Cvar1+beta2*Cvar2+beta3*Cvar3+beta4) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
       
      beta.crude.y<-summary(crude.y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude.y<-(summary(crude.y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.crude.e<-summary(crude.e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude.e<-(summary(crude.e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1y<-summary(mod1y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1y<-(summary(mod1y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1e<-summary(mod1e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1e<-(summary(mod1e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2y<-summary(mod2y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2y<-(summary(mod2y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2e<-summary(mod2e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2e<-(summary(mod2e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3y<-summary(mod3y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3y<-(summary(mod3y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3e<-summary(mod3e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3e<-(summary(mod3e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4y<-summary(mod4y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4y<-(summary(mod4y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4e<-summary(mod4e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4e<-(summary(mod4e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5y<-summary(mod5y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5y<-(summary(mod5y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5e<-summary(mod5e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5e<-(summary(mod5e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6y<-summary(mod6y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6y<-(summary(mod6y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6e<-summary(mod6e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6e<-(summary(mod6e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7y<-summary(mod7y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7y<-(summary(mod7y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7e<-summary(mod7e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7e<-(summary(mod7e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8y<-summary(mod8y.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8y<-(summary(mod8y.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8e<-summary(mod8e.conf)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8e<-(summary(mod8e.conf)$coef[2,2])^2 
       
      ## robust variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude.y <- diag(sandwich(crude.y.conf)) 
      robust.crude.y <- robust.crude.y[2] 
      robust.crude.e <- diag(sandwich(crude.e.conf)) 
      robust.crude.e <- robust.crude.e[2] 
      robust.mod1y <- diag(sandwich(mod1y.conf)) 
      robust.mod1y <-robust.mod1y[2] 
      robust.mod1e <- diag(sandwich(mod1e.conf)) 
      robust.mod1e <-robust.mod1e[2] 
      robust.mod2y <- diag(sandwich(mod2y.conf)) 
      robust.mod2y <-robust.mod2y[2] 
      robust.mod2e <- diag(sandwich(mod2e.conf)) 




      robust.mod3y <- diag(sandwich(mod3y.conf)) 
      robust.mod3y <-robust.mod3y[2] 
      robust.mod3e <- diag(sandwich(mod3e.conf)) 
      robust.mod3e <-robust.mod3e[2] 
      robust.mod4y <- diag(sandwich(mod4y.conf)) 
      robust.mod4y <-robust.mod4y[2] 
      robust.mod4e <- diag(sandwich(mod4e.conf)) 
      robust.mod4e <-robust.mod4e[2] 
      robust.mod5y <- diag(sandwich(mod5y.conf)) 
      robust.mod5y <-robust.mod5y[2] 
      robust.mod5e <- diag(sandwich(mod5e.conf)) 
      robust.mod5e <-robust.mod5e[2] 
      robust.mod6y <- diag(sandwich(mod6y.conf)) 
      robust.mod6y <-robust.mod6y[2] 
      robust.mod6e <- diag(sandwich(mod6e.conf)) 
      robust.mod6e <-robust.mod6e[2] 
      robust.mod7y <- diag(sandwich(mod7y.conf)) 
      robust.mod7y <-robust.mod7y[2] 
      robust.mod7e <- diag(sandwich(mod7e.conf)) 
      robust.mod7e <-robust.mod7e[2] 
      robust.mod8y <- diag(sandwich(mod8y.conf)) 
      robust.mod8y <-robust.mod8y[2] 
      robust.mod8e <- diag(sandwich(mod8e.conf)) 
      robust.mod8e <-robust.mod8e[2] 
       
      ## mse calculation (using robust variance) 
      mse.crudecond.y=((beta.crude.y)^2)+robust.crude.y 
      mse.crudecond.e=((beta.crude.e)^2)+robust.crude.e 
      mse.mod1y.c=((beta.mod1y)^2)+robust.mod1y 
      mse.mod1e.c=((beta.mod1e)^2)+robust.mod1e 
      mse.mod2y.c=((beta.mod2y)^2)+robust.mod2y 
      mse.mod2e.c=((beta.mod2e)^2)+robust.mod2e 
      mse.mod3y.c=((beta.mod3y)^2)+robust.mod3y 
      mse.mod3e.c=((beta.mod3e)^2)+robust.mod3e 
      mse.mod4y.c=((beta.mod4y)^2)+robust.mod4y 
      mse.mod4e.c=((beta.mod4e)^2)+robust.mod4e 
      mse.mod5y.c=((beta.mod5y)^2)+robust.mod5y 
      mse.mod5e.c=((beta.mod5e)^2)+robust.mod5e 
      mse.mod6y.c=((beta.mod6y)^2)+robust.mod6y 
      mse.mod6e.c=((beta.mod6e)^2)+robust.mod6e 
      mse.mod7y.c=((beta.mod7y)^2)+robust.mod7y 
      mse.mod7e.c=((beta.mod7e)^2)+robust.mod7e 
      mse.mod8y.c=((beta.mod8y)^2)+robust.mod8y 
      mse.mod8e.c=((beta.mod8e)^2)+robust.mod8e 
       
      ## mse calculation (using robust variance) on log scale 
      lmse.crudecond.y=log(((beta.crude.y)^2)+robust.crude.y) 
      lmse.crudecond.e=log(((beta.crude.e)^2)+robust.crude.e) 
      lmse.mod1y.c=log(((beta.mod1y)^2)+robust.mod1y) 
      lmse.mod1e.c=log(((beta.mod1e)^2)+robust.mod1e) 
      lmse.mod2y.c=log(((beta.mod2y)^2)+robust.mod2y) 
      lmse.mod2e.c=log(((beta.mod2e)^2)+robust.mod2e) 
      lmse.mod3y.c=log(((beta.mod3y)^2)+robust.mod3y) 
      lmse.mod3e.c=log(((beta.mod3e)^2)+robust.mod3e) 
      lmse.mod4y.c=log(((beta.mod4y)^2)+robust.mod4y) 
      lmse.mod4e.c=log(((beta.mod4e)^2)+robust.mod4e) 
      lmse.mod5y.c=log(((beta.mod5y)^2)+robust.mod5y) 
      lmse.mod5e.c=log(((beta.mod5e)^2)+robust.mod5e) 




      lmse.mod6e.c=log(((beta.mod6e)^2)+robust.mod6e) 
      lmse.mod7y.c=log(((beta.mod7y)^2)+robust.mod7y) 
      lmse.mod7e.c=log(((beta.mod7e)^2)+robust.mod7e) 
      lmse.mod8y.c=log(((beta.mod8y)^2)+robust.mod8y) 
      lmse.mod8e.c=log(((beta.mod8e)^2)+robust.mod8e) 
       
      ### convert robust variance to log scale 
       
      lrobust.crude.y <- log(robust.crude.y) 
      lrobust.crude.e <- log(robust.crude.e) 
      lrobust.mod1y <-log(robust.mod1y) 
      lrobust.mod1e <-log(robust.mod1e) 
      lrobust.mod2y <-log(robust.mod2y) 
      lrobust.mod2e <-log(robust.mod2e) 
      lrobust.mod3y <-log(robust.mod3y) 
      lrobust.mod3e <-log(robust.mod3e) 
      lrobust.mod4y <-log(robust.mod4y) 
      lrobust.mod4e <-log(robust.mod4e) 
      lrobust.mod5y <-log(robust.mod5y) 
      lrobust.mod5e <-log(robust.mod5e) 
      lrobust.mod6y <-log(robust.mod6y) 
      lrobust.mod6e <-log(robust.mod6e) 
      lrobust.mod7y <-log(robust.mod7y) 
      lrobust.mod7e <-log(robust.mod7e) 
      lrobust.mod8y <-log(robust.mod8y) 
      lrobust.mod8e <-log(robust.mod8e) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude.y, var.crude.y, beta.crude.e,  
                            var.crude.e, beta.mod1y, var.mod1y, beta.mod1e,  
                            var.mod1e, beta.mod2y, var.mod2y, beta.mod2e,  
                            var.mod2e, beta.mod3y, var.mod3y, beta.mod3e,  
                            var.mod3e, beta.mod4y, var.mod4y, beta.mod4e,  
                            var.mod4e, beta.mod5y, var.mod5y, beta.mod5e,  
                            var.mod5e, beta.mod6y, var.mod6y, beta.mod6e,  
                            var.mod6e, beta.mod7y, var.mod7y, beta.mod7e,  
                            var.mod7e, beta.mod8y, var.mod8y, beta.mod8e,  
                            var.mod8e, robust.crude.y, robust.crude.e,  
                            robust.mod1y, robust.mod1e, robust.mod2y,  
                            robust.mod2e, robust.mod3y, robust.mod3e,  
                            robust.mod4y, robust.mod4e, robust.mod5y,  
                            robust.mod5e, robust.mod6y, robust.mod6e,  
                            robust.mod7y, robust.mod7e, robust.mod8y,  
                            robust.mod8e, mse.crudecond.y, mse.crudecond.e, 
                            mse.mod1y.c, mse.mod1e.c, mse.mod2y.c, mse.mod2e.c, 
                            mse.mod3y.c, mse.mod3e.c, mse.mod4y.c, mse.mod4e.c, 
                            mse.mod5y.c, mse.mod5e.c, mse.mod6y.c, mse.mod6e.c,  
                            mse.mod7y.c, mse.mod7e.c, mse.mod8y.c, mse.mod8e.c,  
                            lrobust.crude.y, lrobust.crude.e, lrobust.mod1y,  
                            lrobust.mod1e, lrobust.mod2y, lrobust.mod2e,  
                            lrobust.mod3y, lrobust.mod3e, lrobust.mod4y,  
                            lrobust.mod4e, lrobust.mod5y, lrobust.mod5e,  
                            lrobust.mod6y, lrobust.mod6e, lrobust.mod7y,  
                            lrobust.mod7e, lrobust.mod8y, lrobust.mod8e,  
                            lmse.crudecond.y, lmse.crudecond.e, lmse.mod1y.c,  
                            lmse.mod1e.c, lmse.mod2y.c, lmse.mod2e.c, 
                            lmse.mod3y.c, lmse.mod3e.c, lmse.mod4y.c,  
                            lmse.mod4e.c, lmse.mod5y.c, lmse.mod5e.c,  
                            lmse.mod6y.c, lmse.mod6e.c, lmse.mod7y.c,  









temp.conf <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 
 







### bootstrap CIs and log variance for each model (y on e) 
quantile(conf.data[,1],c(0.025,0.975)) # crude y 
crude.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,1]) 
crude.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,5],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 1 y 
mod1.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,5]) 
mod1.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,9],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 2 y 
mod2.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,9]) 
mod2.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,13],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 3 y 
mod3.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,13]) 
mod3.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,17],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 4 y 
mod4.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,17]) 
mod4.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,21],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 5 y 
mod5.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,21]) 
mod5.boot.y 














quantile(conf.data[,29],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 7 y 
mod7.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,29]) 
mod7.boot.y 




quantile(conf.data[,33],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 8 y 
mod8.boot.y<-var(conf.data[,33]) 
mod8.boot.y 




The R code for the Selection Bias simulations detailed in Chapter 3. The code is 
divided into three sections for simulations 1, 2, and 3. Each section contains two 
parts: the first part is the code for when the conditional odds ratio is set to 3 and 
the second part is the code for when the conditional odds ratio is set to 1. 
 
############################################################################### 
#                        Selection Bias DAG 1: Part 1                         # 
#           Simulation for the Application of Prognostic Scores               # 
#                              to Selection Bias                              # 
############################################################################### 
 
sim1.dat<-function(n, beta1, seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      Lvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.6) 
      delta0<-log(.6/.4) 
      delta1<-log(6) 
      delta2<-log(5) 
      probS<-exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)) 
      Svar<-rbinom(n,1, prob= probS) 
      beta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      beta2<-log(5) 
      probY<-exp(beta0 + beta1*Evar + beta2*Lvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(beta0 + beta1*Evar + beta2*Lvar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      dat.sim1<-data.frame(Evar, Lvar, Svar, Yvar)  
      sel.sim1<-dat.sim1[dat.sim1$Svar==1,] 
       
      # crude 
crude.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, 
family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 1 
      # prognostic weights (unexposed) 
      wt1.sim1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel.sim1[sel.sim1$Evar==0,], 
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
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      sel.sim1$wt1.sim1 <- predict(wt1.sim1,newdata=sel.sim1,type="response")  
      sel.sim1$wt1.sim1[sel.sim1$Yvar==0]<- 
1-sel.sim1$wt1.sim1[sel.sim1$Yvar==0] 
      progw.sim1<-1/(sel.sim1$wt1.sim1)  
      progsw.sim1 <- (sel.sim1$Yvar*mean(sel.sim1$Yvar) +  
                        (1-sel.sim1$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel.sim1$Yvar))) * progw.sim1 
      mod1.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=progsw.sim1,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 2 
      # full cohort DRS 
      wt2.sim1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Evar,data=sel.sim1,family=binomial) 
      tmp <- sel.sim1 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt2.sim1 <- predict(wt2.sim1,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      wt2.sim1.s <- sel.sim1$Yvar*(mean(sel.sim1$Yvar)/wt2.sim1) +  
            (1-sel.sim1$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel.sim1$Yvar))/(1-wt2.sim1)) 
      mod2.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=wt2.sim1.s,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 3 
      # modified prognostic score 
      wt3.sim1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel.sim1,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      wt3.sim1.s <- sel.sim1$Yvar*(mean(sel.sim1$Yvar)/wt3.sim1) +  
            (1-sel.sim1$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel.sim1$Yvar))/(1-wt3.sim1)) 
      mod3.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=wt3.sim1.s,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 4 
      # ipsw 
      wt4.sim1<-glm(Svar~Lvar+Evar,data=dat.sim1,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel.sim1$wt4.sim1 <- predict(wt4.sim1, newdata=sel.sim1, type="response") 
      ipsw.sim1<-1/(sel.sim1$wt4.sim1) 
      ipsw.sim1 <-mean(dat.sim1$Svar)*ipsw.sim1 
      mod4.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=ipsw.sim1,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 5 
      # direct adjustment 
      mod5.sim1<-glm(Yvar~Evar+Lvar,data=sel.sim1, 
family=binomial(link="logit"))  
       
      # model 5 
      # full population (true data) 
      mod6.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.sim1,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # marginal OR 
      pbar0 <- (beta0+beta2*Lvar) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (beta0+beta1+beta2*Lvar) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
      beta.crude<-summary(crude.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude<-(summary(crude.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1<-summary(mod1.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1<-(summary(mod1.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2<-summary(mod2.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2<-(summary(mod2.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3<-summary(mod3.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3<-(summary(mod3.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
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      beta.mod4<-summary(mod4.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4<-(summary(mod4.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5<-summary(mod5.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5<-(summary(mod5.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6<-summary(mod6.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6<-(summary(mod6.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
       
      ## insert calculation for % bias 
      bias.crudecond=((beta.crude-log(3))/log(3))*100  
      bias.crudemarg=((beta.crude-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod1c=((beta.mod1-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod1m=((beta.mod1-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod2c=((beta.mod2-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod2m=((beta.mod2-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod3c=((beta.mod3-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod3m=((beta.mod3-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod4c=((beta.mod4-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod4m=((beta.mod4-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod5c=((beta.mod5-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod5m=((beta.mod5-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod6c=((beta.mod6-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod6m=((beta.mod6-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
       
      ## robust regression variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude <- diag(sandwich(crude.sim1)) 
      robust.crude <- robust.crude[2] 
      robust.mod1 <- diag(sandwich(mod1.sim1)) 
      robust.mod1 <-robust.mod1[2] 
      robust.mod2 <- diag(sandwich(mod2.sim1)) 
      robust.mod2 <-robust.mod2[2] 
      robust.mod3 <- diag(sandwich(mod3.sim1)) 
      robust.mod3 <-robust.mod3[2] 
      robust.mod4 <- diag(sandwich(mod4.sim1)) 
      robust.mod4 <-robust.mod4[2] 
      robust.mod5 <- diag(sandwich(mod5.sim1)) 
      robust.mod5 <-robust.mod5[2] 
      robust.mod6 <- diag(sandwich(mod6.sim1)) 
      robust.mod6 <-robust.mod6[2] 
       
      ## mse calculation using robust variance 
      mse.crudecond=((bias.crudecond/100)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.crudemarg=((bias.crudemarg/100)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.mod1c=((bias.mod1c/100)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod1m=((bias.mod1m/100)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod2c=((bias.mod2c/100)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod2m=((bias.mod2m/100)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod3c=((bias.mod3c/100)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod3m=((bias.mod3m/100)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod4c=((bias.mod4c/100)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod4m=((bias.mod4m/100)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod5c=((bias.mod5c/100)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod5m=((bias.mod5m/100)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod6c=((bias.mod6c/100)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod6m=((bias.mod6m/100)^2)+robust.mod6 
       
      ## log mse calculation using robust variance 
      lmse.crudecond=log(((bias.crudecond/100)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.crudemarg=log(((bias.crudemarg/100)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.mod1c=log(((bias.mod1c/100)^2)+robust.mod1) 
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      lmse.mod1m=log(((bias.mod1m/100)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod2c=log(((bias.mod2c/100)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod2m=log(((bias.mod2m/100)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod3c=log(((bias.mod3c/100)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod3m=log(((bias.mod3m/100)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod4c=log(((bias.mod4c/100)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod4m=log(((bias.mod4m/100)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod5c=log(((bias.mod5c/100)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod5m=log(((bias.mod5m/100)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod6c=log(((bias.mod6c/100)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod6m=log(((bias.mod6m/100)^2)+robust.mod6) 
       
      # convert to log robust variance 
       
      lrobust.crude <- log(robust.crude) 
      lrobust.mod1 <-log(robust.mod1) 
      lrobust.mod2 <-log(robust.mod2) 
      lrobust.mod3 <-log(robust.mod3) 
      lrobust.mod4 <-log(robust.mod4) 
      lrobust.mod5 <-log(robust.mod5) 
      lrobust.mod6 <-log(robust.mod6) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude, var.crude, beta.mod1, var.mod1, 
                           beta.mod2, var.mod2, beta.mod3, var.mod3, 
                           beta.mod4, var.mod4, beta.mod5, var.mod5, 
                           beta.mod6, var.mod6, bias.crudecond, bias.crudemarg, 
                           bias.mod1c, bias.mod1m, bias.mod2c, bias.mod2m, 
                           bias.mod3c, bias.mod3m, bias.mod4c, bias.mod4m, 
                           bias.mod5c, bias.mod5m, bias.mod6c, bias.mod6m, 
                           mse.crudecond, mse.crudemarg, mse.mod1c, 
                           mse.mod1m, mse.mod2c, mse.mod2m, mse.mod3c, 
                           mse.mod3m, mse.mod4c, mse.mod4m, mse.mod5c,  
                           mse.mod5m, mse.mod6c, mse.mod6m, robust.crude,  
                           robust.mod1, robust.mod2, robust.mod3, robust.mod4,  
                           robust.mod5, robust.mod6, lmse.crudecond,  
                           lmse.crudemarg, lmse.mod1c, lmse.mod1m,  
                           lmse.mod2c, lmse.mod2m, lmse.mod3c, 
                           lmse.mod3m, lmse.mod4c, lmse.mod4m, lmse.mod5c,  
                           lmse.mod5m, lmse.mod6c, lmse.mod6m, lrobust.crude,  
                           lrobust.mod1, lrobust.mod2, lrobust.mod3,  
                           lrobust.mod4, lrobust.mod5, lrobust.mod6, marg.or) 




temp.mat <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 





### bootstrap CIs and log variance for each model 
































#                        Selection Bias DAG 1: Part 1                         # 
#           Simulation for the Application of Prognostic Scores               # 
#                              to Selection Bias                              # 
############################################################################### 
 
sim1.dat<-function(n, beta1, seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      Lvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.6) 
      delta0<-log(.6/.4) 
      delta1<-log(6) 
      delta2<-log(5) 
      probS<-exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)) 
      Svar<-rbinom(n,1, prob= probS) 
      beta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      beta2<-log(5) 
      probY<-exp(beta0 + beta1*Evar + beta2*Lvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(beta0 + beta1*Evar + beta2*Lvar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      dat.sim1<-data.frame(Evar, Lvar, Svar, Yvar)  
      sel.sim1<-dat.sim1[dat.sim1$Svar==1,] 
       
      # crude 
      crude.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1,  
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 1 
      # prognostic weights (unexposed) 
      wt1.sim1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel.sim1[sel.sim1$Evar==0,], 
                      family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel.sim1$wt1.sim1 <- predict(wt1.sim1,newdata=sel.sim1,type="response")  
      sel.sim1$wt1.sim1[sel.sim1$Yvar==0]<- 
1-sel.sim1$wt1.sim1[sel.sim1$Yvar==0] 
      progw.sim1<-1/(sel.sim1$wt1.sim1)  
      progsw.sim1 <- (sel.sim1$Yvar*mean(sel.sim1$Yvar) +  
                        (1-sel.sim1$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel.sim1$Yvar))) * progw.sim1 
      mod1.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=progsw.sim1,  
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                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 2 
      # full cohort DRS 
      wt2.sim1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Evar,data=sel.sim1,family=binomial) 
      tmp <- sel.sim1 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt2.sim1 <- predict(wt2.sim1,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      wt2.sim1.s <- sel.sim1$Yvar*(mean(sel.sim1$Yvar)/wt2.sim1) +  
            (1-sel.sim1$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel.sim1$Yvar))/(1-wt2.sim1)) 
      mod2.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=wt2.sim1.s,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 3 
      # modified prognostic score 
      wt3.sim1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel.sim1,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      wt3.sim1.s <- sel.sim1$Yvar*(mean(sel.sim1$Yvar)/wt3.sim1) +  
            (1-sel.sim1$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel.sim1$Yvar))/(1-wt3.sim1)) 
      mod3.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=wt3.sim1.s,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 4 
      # ipsw 
      wt4.sim1<-glm(Svar~Lvar+Evar,data=dat.sim1,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel.sim1$wt4.sim1 <- predict(wt4.sim1, newdata=sel.sim1, type="response") 
      ipsw.sim1<-1/(sel.sim1$wt4.sim1) 
      ipsw.sim1 <-mean(dat.sim1$Svar)*ipsw.sim1 
      mod4.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel.sim1, weights=ipsw.sim1,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
      # model 5 
      # direct adjustment 
      mod5.sim1<-glm(Yvar~Evar+Lvar,data=sel.sim1, 
family=binomial(link="logit"))  
       
      # model 5 
      # full population (true data) 
      mod6.sim1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat.sim1,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
       
       
      # marginal OR 
      pbar0 <- (beta0+beta2*Lvar) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (beta0+beta1+beta2*Lvar) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
      beta.crude<-summary(crude.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude<-(summary(crude.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1<-summary(mod1.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1<-(summary(mod1.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2<-summary(mod2.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2<-(summary(mod2.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3<-summary(mod3.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3<-(summary(mod3.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4<-summary(mod4.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4<-(summary(mod4.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5<-summary(mod5.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5<-(summary(mod5.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6<-summary(mod6.sim1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6<-(summary(mod6.sim1)$coef[2,2])^2 
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      ## robust regression variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude <- diag(sandwich(crude.sim1)) 
      robust.crude <- robust.crude[2] 
      robust.mod1 <- diag(sandwich(mod1.sim1)) 
      robust.mod1 <-robust.mod1[2] 
      robust.mod2 <- diag(sandwich(mod2.sim1)) 
      robust.mod2 <-robust.mod2[2] 
      robust.mod3 <- diag(sandwich(mod3.sim1)) 
      robust.mod3 <-robust.mod3[2] 
      robust.mod4 <- diag(sandwich(mod4.sim1)) 
      robust.mod4 <-robust.mod4[2] 
      robust.mod5 <- diag(sandwich(mod5.sim1)) 
      robust.mod5 <-robust.mod5[2] 
      robust.mod6 <- diag(sandwich(mod6.sim1)) 
      robust.mod6 <-robust.mod6[2] 
       
      ## mse calculation using robust variance 
      mse.crudecond=((beta.crude)^2)+robust.crude  
      mse.mod1c=((beta.mod1)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod2c=((beta.mod2)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod3c=((beta.mod3)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod4c=((beta.mod4)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod5c=((beta.mod5)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod6c=((beta.mod6)^2)+robust.mod6 
       
      ## log mse calculation using robust variance 
      lmse.crudecond=log(((beta.crude)^2)+robust.crude)  
      lmse.mod1c=log(((beta.mod1)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod2c=log(((beta.mod2)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod3c=log(((beta.mod3)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod4c=log(((beta.mod4)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod5c=log(((beta.mod5)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod6c=log(((beta.mod6)^2)+robust.mod6) 
       
      # convert to log robust variance 
       
      lrobust.crude <- log(robust.crude) 
      lrobust.mod1 <-log(robust.mod1) 
      lrobust.mod2 <-log(robust.mod2) 
      lrobust.mod3 <-log(robust.mod3) 
      lrobust.mod4 <-log(robust.mod4) 
      lrobust.mod5 <-log(robust.mod5) 
      lrobust.mod6 <-log(robust.mod6) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude, var.crude, beta.mod1, var.mod1, 
                            beta.mod2, var.mod2, beta.mod3, var.mod3, 
                            beta.mod4, var.mod4, beta.mod5, var.mod5, 
                            beta.mod6, var.mod6, mse.crudecond, mse.mod1c, 
                            mse.mod2c, mse.mod3c, mse.mod3c, mse.mod4c,  
                            mse.mod5c, mse.mod6c, robust.crude, robust.mod1, 
                            robust.mod2, robust.mod3, robust.mod4, robust.mod5,  
                            robust.mod6, lmse.crudecond, lmse.mod1c, 
                            lmse.mod2c, lmse.mod3c, lmse.mod3c, lmse.mod4c,  
                            lmse.mod5c, lmse.mod6c, lrobust.crude,lrobust.mod1, 
                            lrobust.mod2, lrobust.mod3, lrobust.mod4, 
                            lrobust.mod5, lrobust.mod6, marg.or) 






temp.mat <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 




### bootstrap CIs and log variance for each model 





























#                        Selection Bias DAG 2: Part 1                         # 
#           Simulation for the Application of Prognostic Scores               # 
#                              to Selection Bias                              # 
############################################################################### 
 
sim2.dat <- function(n,gamma3,seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
      beta0<-log(.6/.4)  
      beta1<-log(1/3) 
      gamma0<-log(.3/.7)  
      gamma1<-log(2) 
      gamma2<-log(5) 
      delta0<-log(.6/.4)  
      delta1<-log(6) 
      delta2<-log(5) 
      Cvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      Lvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.6) 
      probE<-exp(beta0+beta1 * Cvar)/(1 + exp(beta0+beta1*Cvar)) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probE) 
      probY<-exp(gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar+gamma3*Evar)/ 
            (1 + exp(gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar+gamma3*Evar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      probS<-exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)/ 
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            (1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)) 
      Svar<-rbinom(n,1, prob= probS) 
      dat<-data.frame(Evar,Yvar,Svar,Lvar,Cvar) 
      sel<-dat[dat$Svar==1,] 
       
       
      # prognostic weights-LC 
      wt1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar + Cvar,data=sel[sel$Evar==0,], 
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$wt1 <- predict(wt1,newdata=sel,type="response") 
      sel$wt1[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$wt1[sel$Yvar==0] 
      prog1w<-1/(sel$wt1) 
      prog1sw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                        (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * prog1w 
      # prognostic weights-L 
      wt2 <- glm(Yvar ~ Lvar, data=sel[sel$Evar==0,],  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$wt2 <- predict(wt2, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      sel$wt2[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$wt2[sel$Yvar==0] 
      prog2w<-1/(sel$wt2) 
      prog2sw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                        (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * prog2w 
       
      # prog weights- LC in full population 
      wt3 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Cvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      tmp <- sel 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt3 <- predict(wt3,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.lc.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt3) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt3)) 
       
      # prog weights- L in full population 
      wt4 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      wt4 <- predict(wt4,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.l.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt4) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt4)) 
       
      # modified prog weights- LC 
      wt5<- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Cvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.lc.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt5) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt5)) 
       
      # modified prog weights- L 
      wt6 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.l.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt6) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt6)) 
       
      # ipw- C 
      wt3 <- glm(Evar~Cvar, data=sel, family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$wt3 <- predict(wt3, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      sel$wt3[sel$Evar==0] <- 1-sel$wt3[sel$Evar==0] 
      ipew<-1/(sel$wt3) 
      ipesw <- (sel$Evar*mean(sel$Evar)+(1-sel$Evar)*(1-mean(sel$Evar))) * ipew 
      # combo weights 
      ComboW<-ipesw*prog2sw # prog L, ipw 
      ComboW.full<-ipesw*prog.l.full   # prog L full, ipw 
      ComboW.mod<-ipesw*prog.l.mod   # prog L modified, ipw 
      # 
      crude<-glm(Yvar~Evar, data=sel, family=binomial(link="logit")) ## crude 
      mod1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog1sw, 
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                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prognostic LC 
      mod2<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lc.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # prognostic full LC 
      mod3<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lc.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # modified prognostic LC 
      mod4<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ComboW, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # combo prog L, ipw 
      mod5<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ComboW.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # combo prog full L, ipw 
      mod6<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ComboW.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # combo prog modified L, ipw 
      mod7<-glm(Yvar~ Evar+Lvar+Cvar, data=sel,  
                family=binomial(link="logit")) ## direct adjust  
      # 
      # partial adjustment models 
      mod8<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar + Cvar, data=dat, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # direct adjust C, no selection 
      mod9<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat,  
                family=binomial(link="logit"))  
## effect of confounder on marginal 
      mod10<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar +Cvar, data=sel,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) ## effect of selection 
      mod11<-glm(Yvar~ Evar+Lvar, data=sel,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) 
                  ### effect of the confounder on conditional 
      # 
      #  
      beta.mod1<-summary(mod1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1<-(summary(mod1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2<-summary(mod2)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2<-(summary(mod2)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3<-summary(mod3)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3<-(summary(mod3)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4<-summary(mod4)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4<-(summary(mod4)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5<-summary(mod5)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5<-(summary(mod5)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.crude<-summary(crude)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude<-(summary(crude)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6<-summary(mod6)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6<-(summary(mod6)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7<-summary(mod7)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7<-(summary(mod7)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8<-summary(mod8)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8<-(summary(mod8)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod9<-summary(mod9)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod9<-(summary(mod9)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod10<-summary(mod10)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod10<-(summary(mod10)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod11<-summary(mod11)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod11<-(summary(mod11)$coef[2,2])^2 
      # marginal or 
      pbar0 <- (gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar+gamma3) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
      # 
      ## insert calculation for % bias for marg and conditional 
      bias.crudecond=((beta.crude-log(3))/log(3))*100  
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      bias.crudemarg=((beta.crude-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod1c=((beta.mod1-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod1m=((beta.mod1-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod2c=((beta.mod2-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod2m=((beta.mod2-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod3c=((beta.mod3-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod3m=((beta.mod3-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod4c=((beta.mod4-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod4m=((beta.mod4-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod5c=((beta.mod5-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod5m=((beta.mod5-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod6c=((beta.mod6-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod6m=((beta.mod6-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod7c=((beta.mod7-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod7m=((beta.mod7-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      # don't need bias, mse for partial models 
      # 
      ## robust regression variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude <- diag(sandwich(crude)) 
      robust.crude <- robust.crude[2] 
      robust.mod1 <- diag(sandwich(mod1)) 
      robust.mod1 <-robust.mod1[2] 
      robust.mod2 <- diag(sandwich(mod2)) 
      robust.mod2 <-robust.mod2[2] 
      robust.mod3 <- diag(sandwich(mod3)) 
      robust.mod3 <-robust.mod3[2] 
      robust.mod4 <- diag(sandwich(mod4)) 
      robust.mod4 <-robust.mod4[2] 
      robust.mod5 <- diag(sandwich(mod5)) 
      robust.mod5 <-robust.mod5[2] 
      robust.mod6 <- diag(sandwich(mod6)) 
      robust.mod6 <-robust.mod6[2] 
      robust.mod7 <- diag(sandwich(mod7)) 
      robust.mod7 <-robust.mod7[2] 
      robust.mod8 <- diag(sandwich(mod8)) 
      robust.mod8 <-robust.mod8[2] 
      robust.mod9 <- diag(sandwich(mod9)) 
      robust.mod9 <-robust.mod9[2] 
      robust.mod10 <- diag(sandwich(mod10)) 
      robust.mod10 <-robust.mod10[2] 
      robust.mod11 <- diag(sandwich(mod11)) 
      robust.mod11 <-robust.mod11[2] 
       
      ## mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      mse.crudecond=((bias.crudecond/100)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.crudemarg=((bias.crudemarg/100)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.mod1c=((bias.mod1c/100)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod1m=((bias.mod1m/100)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod2c=((bias.mod2c/100)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod2m=((bias.mod2m/100)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod3c=((bias.mod3c/100)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod3m=((bias.mod3m/100)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod4c=((bias.mod4c/100)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod4m=((bias.mod4m/100)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod5c=((bias.mod5c/100)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod5m=((bias.mod5m/100)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod6c=((bias.mod6c/100)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod6m=((bias.mod6m/100)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod7c=((bias.mod7c/100)^2)+robust.mod7 
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      mse.mod7m=((bias.mod7m/100)^2)+robust.mod7 
       
      ## log mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      lmse.crudecond=log(((bias.crudecond/100)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.crudemarg=log(((bias.crudemarg/100)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.mod1c=log(((bias.mod1c/100)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod1m=log(((bias.mod1m/100)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod2c=log(((bias.mod2c/100)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod2m=log(((bias.mod2m/100)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod3c=log(((bias.mod3c/100)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod3m=log(((bias.mod3m/100)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod4c=log(((bias.mod4c/100)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod4m=log(((bias.mod4m/100)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod5c=log(((bias.mod5c/100)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod5m=log(((bias.mod5m/100)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod6c=log(((bias.mod6c/100)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod6m=log(((bias.mod6m/100)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod7c=log(((bias.mod7c/100)^2)+robust.mod7) 
      lmse.mod7m=log(((bias.mod7m/100)^2)+robust.mod7) 
       
      # convert to log robust variance 
      lrobust.crude <- log(robust.crude) 
      lrobust.mod1 <-log(robust.mod1) 
      lrobust.mod2 <-log(robust.mod2) 
      lrobust.mod3 <-log(robust.mod3) 
      lrobust.mod4 <-log(robust.mod4) 
      lrobust.mod5 <-log(robust.mod5) 
      lrobust.mod6 <-log(robust.mod6) 
      lrobust.mod7 <-log(robust.mod7) 
      lrobust.mod8 <-log(robust.mod8) 
      lrobust.mod9 <-log(robust.mod9) 
      lrobust.mod10 <-log(robust.mod10) 
      lrobust.mod11 <-log(robust.mod11) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude, var.crude, beta.mod1, var.mod1,  
                            beta.mod2, var.mod2, beta.mod3, var.mod3,  
                            beta.mod4, var.mod4, beta.mod5, var.mod5,  
                            beta.mod6, var.mod6, beta.mod7, var.mod7, 
                            beta.mod8, var.mod8, beta.mod9, var.mod9, 
                            beta.mod10, var.mod10, beta.mod11, var.mod11,  
                            marg.or, bias.crudecond, bias.crudemarg,bias.mod1c,  
                            bias.mod1m, bias.mod2c, bias.mod2m, bias.mod3c,  
                            bias.mod3m, bias.mod4c, bias.mod4m, bias.mod5c, 
                            bias.mod5m, bias.mod6c, bias.mod6m, bias.mod7c,  
                            bias.mod7m, robust.crude, robust.mod1, robust.mod2, 
                            robust.mod3, robust.mod4, robust.mod5, robust.mod6, 
                            robust.mod7, robust.mod8, robust.mod9,robust.mod10, 
                            robust.mod11,mse.crudecond,mse.crudemarg,mse.mod1c, 
                            mse.mod1m, mse.mod2c,mse.mod2m,mse.mod3c,mse.mod3m, 
                            mse.mod4c, mse.mod4m,mse.mod5c,mse.mod5m,mse.mod6c, 
                            mse.mod6m, mse.mod7c, mse.mod7m, lrobust.crude,  
                            lrobust.mod1, lrobust.mod2, lrobust.mod3,  
                            lrobust.mod4, lrobust.mod5, lrobust.mod6, 
                            lrobust.mod7, lrobust.mod8, lrobust.mod9,  
                            lrobust.mod10, lrobust.mod11, lmse.crudecond,  
                            lmse.crudemarg, lmse.mod1c, lmse.mod1m, lmse.mod2c,  
                            lmse.mod2m, lmse.mod3c, lmse.mod3m, 
                            lmse.mod4c, lmse.mod4m, lmse.mod5c, lmse.mod5m,  
                            lmse.mod6c, lmse.mod6m, lmse.mod7c, lmse.mod7m) 






#### review the issue with the seed 
temp.mat2 <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 
 




### bootstrap CIs and log variance for each model 
quantile(sim2data[,1],c(0.025,0.975)) # crude  
crude.boot<-var(sim2data[,1]) 
crude.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,3],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 1 
mod1.boot<-var(sim2data[,3]) 
mod1.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,5],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 2 
mod2.boot<-var(sim2data[,5]) 
mod2.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,7],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 3 
mod3.boot<-var(sim2data[,7]) 
mod3.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,9],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 4 
mod4.boot<-var(sim2data[,9]) 
mod4.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,11],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 5 
mod5.boot<-var(sim2data[,11]) 
mod5.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,13],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 6 
mod6.boot<-var(sim2data[,13]) 
mod6.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,15],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 7 
mod7.boot<-var(sim2data[,15]) 
mod7.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,17],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 8 
mod8.boot<-var(sim2data[,17]) 
mod8.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,19],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 9 
mod9.boot<-var(sim2data[,19]) 
mod9.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,21],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 10 
mod10.boot<-var(sim2data[,21]) 
mod10.boot 





#                        Selection Bias DAG 2: Part 2                         # 
#           Simulation for the Application of Prognostic Scores               # 
#                              to Selection Bias                              # 
############################################################################### 
 
sim2.dat <- function(n,gamma3,seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
      beta0<-log(.6/.4)  
      beta1<-log(1/3) 
      gamma0<-log(.3/.7)  
      gamma1<-log(2) 
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      gamma2<-log(5) 
      delta0<-log(.6/.4)  
      delta1<-log(6) 
      delta2<-log(5) 
      Cvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      Lvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.6) 
      probE<-exp(beta0+beta1 * Cvar)/(1 + exp(beta0+beta1*Cvar)) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probE) 
      probY<-exp(gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar+gamma3*Evar)/ 
            (1 + exp(gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar+gamma3*Evar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      probS<-exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Evar+delta2*Lvar)) 
      Svar<-rbinom(n,1, prob= probS) 
      dat<-data.frame(Evar,Yvar,Svar,Lvar,Cvar) 
      sel<-dat[dat$Svar==1,] 
      # prognostic weights-LC 
      wt1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar + Cvar,data=sel[sel$Evar==0,], 
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$wt1 <- predict(wt1,newdata=sel,type="response") 
      sel$wt1[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$wt1[sel$Yvar==0] 
      prog1w<-1/(sel$wt1) 
      prog1sw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                        (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * prog1w 
      # prognostic weights-L 
      wt2 <- glm(Yvar ~ Lvar, data=sel[sel$Evar==0,],  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$wt2 <- predict(wt2, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      sel$wt2[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$wt2[sel$Yvar==0] 
      prog2w<-1/(sel$wt2) 
      prog2sw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                        (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * prog2w 
       
      # prog weights- LC in full population 
      wt3 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Cvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      tmp <- sel 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt3 <- predict(wt3,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.lc.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt3) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt3)) 
       
      # prog weights- L in full population 
      wt4 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      wt4 <- predict(wt4,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.l.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt4) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt4)) 
       
      # modified prog weights- LC 
      wt5<- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Cvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.lc.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt5) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt5)) 
       
      # modified prog weights- L 
      wt6 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.l.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt6) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt6)) 
       
      # ipw- C 
      wt3 <- glm(Evar~Cvar, data=sel, family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$wt3 <- predict(wt3, newdata=sel, type="response") 
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      sel$wt3[sel$Evar==0] <- 1-sel$wt3[sel$Evar==0] 
      ipew<-1/(sel$wt3) 
      ipesw <- (sel$Evar*mean(sel$Evar) +  
                      (1-sel$Evar)*(1-mean(sel$Evar))) * ipew 
      # combo weights 
      ComboW<-ipesw*prog2sw # prog L, ipw 
      ComboW.full<-ipesw*prog.l.full   # prog L full, ipw 
      ComboW.mod<-ipesw*prog.l.mod   # prog L modified, ipw 
      # 
      crude<-glm(Yvar~Evar, data=sel, family=binomial(link="logit")) ## crude 
      mod1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog1sw, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prognostic LC 
      mod2<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lc.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # prognostic full LC 
      mod3<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lc.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # modified prognostic LC 
      mod4<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ComboW, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # combo prog L, ipw 
      mod5<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ComboW.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # combo prog full L, ipw 
      mod6<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ComboW.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # combo prog modified L, ipw 
      mod7<-glm(Yvar~ Evar+Lvar+Cvar, data=sel,  
                family=binomial(link="logit")) ## direct adjust  
      # 
      # partial adjustment models 
      mod8<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar + Cvar, data=dat, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) # direct adjust C, no selection 
      mod9<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat,  
                family=binomial(link="logit"))  
## effect of confounder on marginal 
      mod10<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar +Cvar, data=sel,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) ## effect of selection 
      mod11<-glm(Yvar~ Evar+Lvar, data=sel,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) 
                  ### effect of the confounder on conditional 
      # 
      #  
      beta.mod1<-summary(mod1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1<-(summary(mod1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2<-summary(mod2)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2<-(summary(mod2)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3<-summary(mod3)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3<-(summary(mod3)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4<-summary(mod4)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4<-(summary(mod4)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5<-summary(mod5)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5<-(summary(mod5)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.crude<-summary(crude)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude<-(summary(crude)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6<-summary(mod6)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6<-(summary(mod6)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7<-summary(mod7)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7<-(summary(mod7)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8<-summary(mod8)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8<-(summary(mod8)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod9<-summary(mod9)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod9<-(summary(mod9)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod10<-summary(mod10)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod10<-(summary(mod10)$coef[2,2])^2 
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      beta.mod11<-summary(mod11)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod11<-(summary(mod11)$coef[2,2])^2 
      # marginal or 
      pbar0 <- (gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (gamma0+gamma1*Cvar+gamma2*Lvar+gamma3) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
       
      # don't need mse for partial models 
      # 
      ## robust regression variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude <- diag(sandwich(crude)) 
      robust.crude <- robust.crude[2] 
      robust.mod1 <- diag(sandwich(mod1)) 
      robust.mod1 <-robust.mod1[2] 
      robust.mod2 <- diag(sandwich(mod2)) 
      robust.mod2 <-robust.mod2[2] 
      robust.mod3 <- diag(sandwich(mod3)) 
      robust.mod3 <-robust.mod3[2] 
      robust.mod4 <- diag(sandwich(mod4)) 
      robust.mod4 <-robust.mod4[2] 
      robust.mod5 <- diag(sandwich(mod5)) 
      robust.mod5 <-robust.mod5[2] 
      robust.mod6 <- diag(sandwich(mod6)) 
      robust.mod6 <-robust.mod6[2] 
      robust.mod7 <- diag(sandwich(mod7)) 
      robust.mod7 <-robust.mod7[2] 
      robust.mod8 <- diag(sandwich(mod8)) 
      robust.mod8 <-robust.mod8[2] 
      robust.mod9 <- diag(sandwich(mod9)) 
      robust.mod9 <-robust.mod9[2] 
      robust.mod10 <- diag(sandwich(mod10)) 
      robust.mod10 <-robust.mod10[2] 
      robust.mod11 <- diag(sandwich(mod11)) 
      robust.mod11 <-robust.mod11[2] 
       
      ## mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      mse.crudecond=((beta.crude)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.mod1c=((beta.mod1)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod2c=((beta.mod2)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod3c=((beta.mod3)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod4c=((beta.mod4)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod5c=((beta.mod5)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod6c=((beta.mod6)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod7c=((beta.mod7)^2)+robust.mod7 
       
      ## log mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      lmse.crudecond=log(((beta.crude)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.mod1c=log(((beta.mod1)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod2c=log(((beta.mod2)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod3c=log(((beta.mod3)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod4c=log(((beta.mod4)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod5c=log(((beta.mod5)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod6c=log(((beta.mod6)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod7c=log(((beta.mod7)^2)+robust.mod7) 
       
      # convert to log robust variance 
      lrobust.crude <- log(robust.crude) 
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      lrobust.mod1 <-log(robust.mod1) 
      lrobust.mod2 <-log(robust.mod2) 
      lrobust.mod3 <-log(robust.mod3) 
      lrobust.mod4 <-log(robust.mod4) 
      lrobust.mod5 <-log(robust.mod5) 
      lrobust.mod6 <-log(robust.mod6) 
      lrobust.mod7 <-log(robust.mod7) 
      lrobust.mod8 <-log(robust.mod8) 
      lrobust.mod9 <-log(robust.mod9) 
      lrobust.mod10 <-log(robust.mod10) 
      lrobust.mod11 <-log(robust.mod11) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude, var.crude, beta.mod1, var.mod1,  
                            beta.mod2, var.mod2, beta.mod3, var.mod3,  
                            beta.mod4, var.mod4, beta.mod5, var.mod5,  
                            beta.mod6, var.mod6, beta.mod7, var.mod7, 
                            beta.mod8, var.mod8, beta.mod9, var.mod9, 
                            beta.mod10, var.mod10, beta.mod11, var.mod11, 
                            marg.or, robust.crude, robust.mod1, robust.mod2, 
                            robust.mod3, robust.mod4, robust.mod5, robust.mod6, 
                            robust.mod7, robust.mod8, robust.mod9,robust.mod10, 
                            robust.mod11, mse.crudecond, mse.mod1c, mse.mod2c,  
                            mse.mod3c, mse.mod4c, mse.mod5c, mse.mod6c,  
                            mse.mod7c, lrobust.crude, lrobust.mod1,  
                            lrobust.mod2, lrobust.mod3, lrobust.mod4,  
                            lrobust.mod5, lrobust.mod6, lrobust.mod7,  
                            lrobust.mod8, lrobust.mod9, lrobust.mod10, 
                            lrobust.mod11, lmse.crudecond, lmse.mod1c,  
                            lmse.mod2c, lmse.mod3c, lmse.mod4c,  
                            lmse.mod5c, lmse.mod6c, lmse.mod7c) 




#### review the issue with the seed 
temp.mat2 <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 
 




### bootstrap CIs and log variance for each model 
quantile(sim2data[,1],c(0.025,0.975)) # crude  
crude.boot<-var(sim2data[,1]) 
crude.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,3],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 1 
mod1.boot<-var(sim2data[,3]) 
mod1.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,5],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 2 
mod2.boot<-var(sim2data[,5]) 
mod2.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,7],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 3 
mod3.boot<-var(sim2data[,7]) 
mod3.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,9],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 4 
mod4.boot<-var(sim2data[,9]) 
mod4.boot 





quantile(sim2data[,13],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 6 
mod6.boot<-var(sim2data[,13]) 
mod6.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,15],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 7 
mod7.boot<-var(sim2data[,15]) 
mod7.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,17],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 8 
mod8.boot<-var(sim2data[,17]) 
mod8.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,19],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 9 
mod9.boot<-var(sim2data[,19]) 
mod9.boot 
quantile(sim2data[,21],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 10 
mod10.boot<-var(sim2data[,21]) 
mod10.boot 





#                        Selection Bias DAG 3: Part 1                         # 
#           Simulation for the Application of Prognostic Scores               # 
#                              to Selection Bias                              # 
############################################################################### 
 
dag3.dat<-function(n, gamma1, seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
      Uvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      beta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      beta1<-log(6) 
      beta2<-log(6) 
      probL<-exp(beta0+beta1*Evar+beta2*Uvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(beta0+beta1*Evar+beta2*Uvar)) 
      Lvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probL) 
      gamma0<-log(.3/.7) 
      gamma2<-log(6) 
      probY<-exp(gamma0+gamma1*Evar+gamma2*Uvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(gamma0+gamma1*Evar+gamma2*Uvar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      delta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      delta1<-log(6) 
      probS<-exp(delta0+delta1*Lvar)/(1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Lvar)) 
      Svar<-rbinom(n,1, prob=probS) 
      dat<-data.frame(Evar,Yvar,Svar,Lvar,Uvar) 
      sel<-dat[dat$Svar==1,] 
      ### Prognostic Weights 
      ## based on L 
      # 
      # unexposed 
      Lwt<- glm(Yvar ~ Lvar, data=sel[sel$Evar==0,],  
                family=binomial(link="logit"))  
      sel$Lwt <- predict(Lwt, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      sel$Lwt[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$Lwt[sel$Yvar==0] 
      L.progw<-1/(sel$Lwt) 
      L.progsw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                         (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * L.progw 
       
      # full population 
      wt1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
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      tmp <- sel 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt1 <- predict(wt1,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.l.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt1) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt1)) 
       
      # modified 
      wt2 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.l.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt2) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt2)) 
       
      ## based on U, L 
      # unexposed 
      LUwt<- glm(Yvar ~ Lvar+Uvar, data=sel[sel$Evar==0,],  
                 family=binomial(link="logit"))  
      sel$LUwt <- predict(LUwt, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      sel$LUwt[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$LUwt[sel$Yvar==0] 
      LU.progw<-1/(sel$LUwt) 
      LU.progsw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                          (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * LU.progw 
       
      # full population 
      wt3 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Uvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      wt3 <- predict(wt3,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.lu.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt3) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt3)) 
       
      # modified 
      wt4 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Uvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.lu.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt4) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt4)) 
       
      ### IPW for selection weights 
      # E and L 
      ipw.el <- glm(Svar~Lvar+Evar, data=dat, family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$ipw.el <- predict(ipw.el, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      ipw.el.w<-1/(sel$ipw.el) 
      ipsw.el <-mean(dat$Svar)*ipw.el.w 
       
      # E, L, and U 
ipw.elu <-glm(Svar~Lvar+Evar+Uvar, 
data=dat,family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$ipw.elu <- predict(ipw.elu, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      ipw.elu.w<-1/(sel$ipw.elu) 
      ipsw.elu <-mean(dat$Svar)*ipw.elu.w 
      # 
      # 
      crude<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, family=binomial(link="logit")) # crude 
      mod1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=L.progsw, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog L unexp 
      mod2<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.l.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog L full 
      mod3<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.l.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog L mod 
      mod4<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ipsw.el, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #ipsw L 
      mod5<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar + Lvar, data=sel,  
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #direct adj L 
      mod6<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=LU.progsw, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog LU unexp 
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      mod7<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lu.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog LU full 
      mod8<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lu.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog LU mod 
      mod9<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ipsw.elu, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #ipsw LU 
      mod10<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar+Lvar+Uvar, data=sel,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) #direct adj LU 
      mod11<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) # full population 
      # 
      ## marginal OR 
      pbar0 <- (gamma0+gamma2*Uvar) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (gamma0+gamma2*Uvar+gamma1) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
      # 
      beta.crude<-summary(crude)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude<-(summary(crude)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1<-summary(mod1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1<-(summary(mod1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2<-summary(mod2)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2<-(summary(mod2)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3<-summary(mod3)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3<-(summary(mod3)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4<-summary(mod4)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4<-(summary(mod4)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5<-summary(mod5)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5<-(summary(mod5)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6<-summary(mod6)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6<-(summary(mod6)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7<-summary(mod7)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7<-(summary(mod7)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8<-summary(mod8)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8<-(summary(mod8)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod9<-summary(mod9)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod9<-(summary(mod9)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod10<-summary(mod10)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod10<-(summary(mod10)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod11<-summary(mod11)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod11<-(summary(mod11)$coef[2,2])^2 
      # 
      ## insert calculation for % bias for marg and conditional 
      bias.crudecond=((beta.crude-log(3))/log(3))*100  
      bias.crudemarg=((beta.crude-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod1c=((beta.mod1-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod1m=((beta.mod1-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod2c=((beta.mod2-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod2m=((beta.mod2-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod3c=((beta.mod3-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod3m=((beta.mod3-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod4c=((beta.mod4-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod4m=((beta.mod4-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod5c=((beta.mod5-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod5m=((beta.mod5-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod6c=((beta.mod6-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod6m=((beta.mod6-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod7c=((beta.mod7-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod7m=((beta.mod7-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
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      bias.mod8c=((beta.mod8-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod8m=((beta.mod8-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod9c=((beta.mod9-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod9m=((beta.mod9-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod10c=((beta.mod10-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod10m=((beta.mod10-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      bias.mod11c=((beta.mod11-log(3))/log(3))*100 
      bias.mod11m=((beta.mod11-log(marg.or))/log(marg.or))*100 
      # 
      ## robust regression variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude <- diag(sandwich(crude)) 
      robust.crude <- robust.crude[2] 
      robust.mod1 <- diag(sandwich(mod1)) 
      robust.mod1 <-robust.mod1[2] 
      robust.mod2 <- diag(sandwich(mod2)) 
      robust.mod2 <-robust.mod2[2] 
      robust.mod3 <- diag(sandwich(mod3)) 
      robust.mod3 <-robust.mod3[2] 
      robust.mod4 <- diag(sandwich(mod4)) 
      robust.mod4 <-robust.mod4[2] 
      robust.mod5 <- diag(sandwich(mod5)) 
      robust.mod5 <-robust.mod5[2] 
      robust.mod6 <- diag(sandwich(mod6)) 
      robust.mod6 <-robust.mod6[2] 
      robust.mod7 <- diag(sandwich(mod7)) 
      robust.mod7 <-robust.mod7[2] 
      robust.mod8 <- diag(sandwich(mod8)) 
      robust.mod8 <-robust.mod8[2] 
      robust.mod9 <- diag(sandwich(mod9)) 
      robust.mod9 <-robust.mod9[2] 
      robust.mod10 <- diag(sandwich(mod10)) 
      robust.mod10 <-robust.mod10[2] 
      robust.mod11 <- diag(sandwich(mod11)) 
      robust.mod11 <-robust.mod11[2] 
      # 
      ## log mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      mse.crudecond=((bias.crudecond/100)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.crudemarg=((bias.crudemarg/100)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.mod1c=((bias.mod1c/100)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod1m=((bias.mod1m/100)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod2c=((bias.mod2c/100)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod2m=((bias.mod2m/100)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod3c=((bias.mod3c/100)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod3m=((bias.mod3m/100)^2)+robust.mod3 
      mse.mod4c=((bias.mod4c/100)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod4m=((bias.mod4m/100)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod5c=((bias.mod5c/100)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod5m=((bias.mod5m/100)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod6c=((bias.mod6c/100)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod6m=((bias.mod6m/100)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod7c=((bias.mod7c/100)^2)+robust.mod7 
      mse.mod7m=((bias.mod7m/100)^2)+robust.mod7 
      mse.mod8c=((bias.mod8c/100)^2)+robust.mod8 
      mse.mod8m=((bias.mod8m/100)^2)+robust.mod8 
      mse.mod9c=((bias.mod9c/100)^2)+robust.mod9 
      mse.mod9m=((bias.mod9m/100)^2)+robust.mod9 
      mse.mod10c=((bias.mod10c/100)^2)+robust.mod10 
      mse.mod10m=((bias.mod10m/100)^2)+robust.mod10 
      mse.mod11c=((bias.mod11c/100)^2)+robust.mod11 
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      mse.mod11m=((bias.mod11m/100)^2)+robust.mod11 
       
      ## log mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      lmse.crudecond=log(((bias.crudecond/100)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.crudemarg=log(((bias.crudemarg/100)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.mod1c=log(((bias.mod1c/100)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod1m=log(((bias.mod1m/100)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod2c=log(((bias.mod2c/100)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod2m=log(((bias.mod2m/100)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod3c=log(((bias.mod3c/100)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod3m=log(((bias.mod3m/100)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod4c=log(((bias.mod4c/100)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod4m=log(((bias.mod4m/100)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod5c=log(((bias.mod5c/100)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod5m=log(((bias.mod5m/100)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod6c=log(((bias.mod6c/100)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod6m=log(((bias.mod6m/100)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod7c=log(((bias.mod7c/100)^2)+robust.mod7) 
      lmse.mod7m=log(((bias.mod7m/100)^2)+robust.mod7) 
      lmse.mod8c=log(((bias.mod8c/100)^2)+robust.mod8) 
      lmse.mod8m=log(((bias.mod8m/100)^2)+robust.mod8) 
      lmse.mod9c=log(((bias.mod9c/100)^2)+robust.mod9) 
      lmse.mod9m=log(((bias.mod9m/100)^2)+robust.mod9) 
      lmse.mod10c=log(((bias.mod10c/100)^2)+robust.mod10) 
      lmse.mod10m=log(((bias.mod10m/100)^2)+robust.mod10) 
      lmse.mod11c=log(((bias.mod11c/100)^2)+robust.mod11) 
      lmse.mod11m=log(((bias.mod11m/100)^2)+robust.mod11) 
       
      # convert to log robust variance 
      lrobust.crude <- log(robust.crude) 
      lrobust.mod1 <-log(robust.mod1) 
      lrobust.mod2 <-log(robust.mod2) 
      lrobust.mod3 <-log(robust.mod3) 
      lrobust.mod4 <-log(robust.mod4) 
      lrobust.mod5 <-log(robust.mod5) 
      lrobust.mod6 <-log(robust.mod6) 
      lrobust.mod7 <-log(robust.mod7) 
      lrobust.mod8 <-log(robust.mod8) 
      lrobust.mod9 <-log(robust.mod9) 
      lrobust.mod10 <-log(robust.mod10) 
      lrobust.mod11 <-log(robust.mod11) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude, var.crude,beta.mod1, var.mod1,  
                            beta.mod2, var.mod2, beta.mod3, var.mod3,  
                            beta.mod4, var.mod4, beta.mod5, var.mod5,  
                            beta.mod6, var.mod6, beta.mod7, var.mod7, 
                            beta.mod8, var.mod8, beta.mod9, var.mod9, 
                            beta.mod10, var.mod10, beta.mod11, var.mod11,  
                            marg.or, bias.crudecond, bias.crudemarg,bias.mod1c,  
                            bias.mod1m, bias.mod2c, bias.mod2m, bias.mod3c,  
                            bias.mod3m, bias.mod4c, bias.mod4m, bias.mod5c, 
                            bias.mod5m, bias.mod6c, bias.mod6m, bias.mod7c, 
                            bias.mod7m, bias.mod8c, bias.mod8m, bias.mod9c, 
                            bias.mod9m, bias.mod10c, bias.mod10m, bias.mod11c, 
                            bias.mod11m, robust.crude, robust.mod1,robust.mod2, 
                            robust.mod3, robust.mod4, robust.mod5, robust.mod6, 
                            robust.mod7, robust.mod8, robust.mod9,robust.mod10, 
                            robust.mod11,mse.crudecond,mse.crudemarg,mse.mod1c, 
                            mse.mod1m, mse.mod2c,mse.mod2m,mse.mod3c,mse.mod3m, 
                            mse.mod4c, mse.mod4m,mse.mod5c,mse.mod5m,mse.mod6c, 
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                            mse.mod6m, mse.mod7c,mse.mod7m,mse.mod8c,mse.mod8m, 
                            mse.mod9c, mse.mod9m, mse.mod10c, mse.mod10m, 
                            mse.mod11c, mse.mod11m, lrobust.crude,lrobust.mod1,  
                            lrobust.mod2, lrobust.mod3, lrobust.mod4,  
                            lrobust.mod5, lrobust.mod6, lrobust.mod7,  
                            lrobust.mod8, lrobust.mod9, lrobust.mod10, 
                            lrobust.mod11, lmse.crudecond, lmse.crudemarg,  
                            lmse.mod1c, lmse.mod1m, lmse.mod2c, lmse.mod2m,  
                            lmse.mod3c, lmse.mod3m, lmse.mod4c, lmse.mod4m,  
                            lmse.mod5c, lmse.mod5m, lmse.mod6c, lmse.mod6m,  
                            lmse.mod7c, lmse.mod7m, lmse.mod8c, lmse.mod8m, 
                            lmse.mod9c, lmse.mod9m, lmse.mod10c, lmse.mod10m, 
                            lmse.mod11c, lmse.mod11m) 
      res.frame 




#### review the issue with the seed 
temp.dag3 <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 
 




### bootstrap CIs and variance for each model 
quantile(dag3data[,1],c(0.025,0.975)) # crude  
crude.boot<-var(dag3data[,1]) 
crude.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,3],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 1 
mod1.boot<-var(dag3data[,3]) 
mod1.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,5],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 2 
mod2.boot<-var(dag3data[,5]) 
mod2.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,7],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 3 
mod3.boot<-var(dag3data[,7]) 
mod3.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,9],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 4 
mod4.boot<-var(dag3data[,9]) 
mod4.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,11],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 5 
mod5.boot<-var(dag3data[,11]) 
mod5.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,13],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 6 
mod6.boot<-var(dag3data[,13]) 
mod6.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,15],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 7 
mod7.boot<-var(dag3data[,15]) 
mod7.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,17],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 8 
mod8.boot<-var(dag3data[,17]) 
mod8.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,19],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 9 
mod9.boot<-var(dag3data[,19]) 
mod9.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,21],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 10 
mod10.boot<-var(dag3data[,21]) 
mod10.boot 







#                        Selection Bias DAG 3: Part 2                         # 
#           Simulation for the Application of Prognostic Scores               # 
#                              to Selection Bias                              # 
############################################################################### 
 
dag3.dat<-function(n, gamma1, seed){ 
      set.seed(seed) 
      Uvar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      Evar<-rbinom(n, 1, 0.3) 
      beta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      beta1<-log(6) 
      beta2<-log(6) 
      probL<-exp(beta0+beta1*Evar+beta2*Uvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(beta0+beta1*Evar+beta2*Uvar)) 
      Lvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probL) 
      gamma0<-log(.3/.7) 
      gamma2<-log(6) 
      probY<-exp(gamma0+gamma1*Evar+gamma2*Uvar)/ 
            (1 + exp(gamma0+gamma1*Evar+gamma2*Uvar)) 
      Yvar<-rbinom(n, 1, prob=probY) 
      delta0<-log(.3/.7) 
      delta1<-log(6) 
      probS<-exp(delta0+delta1*Lvar)/(1 + exp(delta0+delta1*Lvar)) 
      Svar<-rbinom(n,1, prob=probS) 
      dat<-data.frame(Evar,Yvar,Svar,Lvar,Uvar) 
      sel<-dat[dat$Svar==1,] 
      ### Prognostic Weights 
      ## based on L 
      # 
      # unexposed 
      Lwt<- glm(Yvar ~ Lvar, data=sel[sel$Evar==0,],  
                family=binomial(link="logit"))  
      sel$Lwt <- predict(Lwt, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      sel$Lwt[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$Lwt[sel$Yvar==0] 
      L.progw<-1/(sel$Lwt) 
      L.progsw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                         (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * L.progw 
       
      # full population 
      wt1 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      tmp <- sel 
      tmp$Evar[tmp$Evar==1] <- 0  
      wt1 <- predict(wt1,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.l.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt1) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt1)) 
       
      # modified 
      wt2 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.l.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt2) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt2)) 
       
      ## based on U, L 
      # unexposed 
      LUwt<- glm(Yvar ~ Lvar+Uvar, data=sel[sel$Evar==0,],  
                 family=binomial(link="logit"))  
      sel$LUwt <- predict(LUwt, newdata=sel, type="response") 
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      sel$LUwt[sel$Yvar==0] <- 1-sel$LUwt[sel$Yvar==0] 
      LU.progw<-1/(sel$LUwt) 
      LU.progsw <- (sel$Yvar*mean(sel$Yvar) +  
                          (1-sel$Yvar)*(1-mean(sel$Yvar))) * LU.progw 
       
      # full population 
      wt3 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Uvar+Evar,data=sel,family=binomial) 
      wt3 <- predict(wt3,newdata=tmp,type="response") 
      prog.lu.full <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt3) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt3)) 
       
      # modified 
      wt4 <- glm(Yvar~Lvar+Uvar,data=sel,family=binomial)$fitted.values 
      prog.lu.mod <- sel$Yvar*(mean(sel$Yvar)/wt4) +  
            (1-sel$Yvar)*((1-mean(sel$Yvar))/(1-wt4)) 
       
      ### IPW for selection weights 
      # E and L 
      ipw.el <- glm(Svar~Lvar+Evar, data=dat, family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$ipw.el <- predict(ipw.el, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      ipw.el.w<-1/(sel$ipw.el) 
      ipsw.el <-mean(dat$Svar)*ipw.el.w 
       
      # E, L, and U 
      ipw.elu <- glm(Svar~Lvar+Evar+Uvar, data=dat,  
                     family=binomial(link="logit")) 
      sel$ipw.elu <- predict(ipw.elu, newdata=sel, type="response") 
      ipw.elu.w<-1/(sel$ipw.elu) 
      ipsw.elu <-mean(dat$Svar)*ipw.elu.w 
      # 
      # 
      crude<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, family=binomial(link="logit")) # crude 
      mod1<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=L.progsw, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog L unexp 
      mod2<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.l.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog L full 
      mod3<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.l.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog L mod 
      mod4<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ipsw.el, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #ipsw L 
      mod5<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar + Lvar, data=sel,  
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #direct adj L 
      mod6<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=LU.progsw, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog LU unexp 
      mod7<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lu.full, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog LU full 
      mod8<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=prog.lu.mod, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #prog LU mod 
      mod9<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=sel, weights=ipsw.elu, 
                family=binomial(link="logit")) #ipsw LU 
      mod10<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar+Lvar+Uvar, data=sel,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) #direct adj LU 
      mod11<-glm(Yvar ~ Evar, data=dat,  
                 family=binomial(link="logit")) # full population 
      # 
      ## marginal OR 
      pbar0 <- (gamma0+gamma2*Uvar) 
      pbar0 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar0))) 
      pbar1 <- (gamma0+gamma2*Uvar+gamma1) 
      pbar1 <- mean(1/(1+exp(-pbar1))) 
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      marg.or <- (pbar1/(1-pbar1)) / (pbar0/(1-pbar0)) 
      # 
      beta.crude<-summary(crude)$coef[2,1] 
      var.crude<-(summary(crude)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod1<-summary(mod1)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod1<-(summary(mod1)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod2<-summary(mod2)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod2<-(summary(mod2)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod3<-summary(mod3)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod3<-(summary(mod3)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod4<-summary(mod4)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod4<-(summary(mod4)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod5<-summary(mod5)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod5<-(summary(mod5)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod6<-summary(mod6)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod6<-(summary(mod6)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod7<-summary(mod7)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod7<-(summary(mod7)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod8<-summary(mod8)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod8<-(summary(mod8)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod9<-summary(mod9)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod9<-(summary(mod9)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod10<-summary(mod10)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod10<-(summary(mod10)$coef[2,2])^2 
      beta.mod11<-summary(mod11)$coef[2,1] 
      var.mod11<-(summary(mod11)$coef[2,2])^2 
      # 
      # 
      ## robust regression variance 
      library(sandwich) 
      robust.crude <- diag(sandwich(crude)) 
      robust.crude <- robust.crude[2] 
      robust.mod1 <- diag(sandwich(mod1)) 
      robust.mod1 <-robust.mod1[2] 
      robust.mod2 <- diag(sandwich(mod2)) 
      robust.mod2 <-robust.mod2[2] 
      robust.mod3 <- diag(sandwich(mod3)) 
      robust.mod3 <-robust.mod3[2] 
      robust.mod4 <- diag(sandwich(mod4)) 
      robust.mod4 <-robust.mod4[2] 
      robust.mod5 <- diag(sandwich(mod5)) 
      robust.mod5 <-robust.mod5[2] 
      robust.mod6 <- diag(sandwich(mod6)) 
      robust.mod6 <-robust.mod6[2] 
      robust.mod7 <- diag(sandwich(mod7)) 
      robust.mod7 <-robust.mod7[2] 
      robust.mod8 <- diag(sandwich(mod8)) 
      robust.mod8 <-robust.mod8[2] 
      robust.mod9 <- diag(sandwich(mod9)) 
      robust.mod9 <-robust.mod9[2] 
      robust.mod10 <- diag(sandwich(mod10)) 
      robust.mod10 <-robust.mod10[2] 
      robust.mod11 <- diag(sandwich(mod11)) 
      robust.mod11 <-robust.mod11[2] 
      # 
      ## mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      mse.crudecond=((beta.crude)^2)+robust.crude 
      mse.mod1c=((beta.mod1)^2)+robust.mod1 
      mse.mod2c=((beta.mod2)^2)+robust.mod2 
      mse.mod3c=((beta.mod3)^2)+robust.mod3 
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      mse.mod4c=((beta.mod4)^2)+robust.mod4 
      mse.mod5c=((beta.mod5)^2)+robust.mod5 
      mse.mod6c=((beta.mod6)^2)+robust.mod6 
      mse.mod7c=((beta.mod7)^2)+robust.mod7 
      mse.mod8c=((beta.mod8)^2)+robust.mod8 
      mse.mod9c=((beta.mod9)^2)+robust.mod9 
      mse.mod10c=((beta.mod10)^2)+robust.mod10 
      mse.mod11c=((beta.mod11)^2)+robust.mod11 
       
      ## log mse calculation- used robust variance for the variance calculation 
      lmse.crudecond=log(((beta.crude)^2)+robust.crude) 
      lmse.mod1c=log(((beta.mod1)^2)+robust.mod1) 
      lmse.mod2c=log(((beta.mod2)^2)+robust.mod2) 
      lmse.mod3c=log(((beta.mod3)^2)+robust.mod3) 
      lmse.mod4c=log(((beta.mod4)^2)+robust.mod4) 
      lmse.mod5c=log(((beta.mod5)^2)+robust.mod5) 
      lmse.mod6c=log(((beta.mod6)^2)+robust.mod6) 
      lmse.mod7c=log(((beta.mod7)^2)+robust.mod7) 
      lmse.mod8c=log(((beta.mod8)^2)+robust.mod8) 
      lmse.mod9c=log(((beta.mod9)^2)+robust.mod9) 
      lmse.mod10c=log(((beta.mod10)^2)+robust.mod10) 
      lmse.mod11c=log(((beta.mod11)^2)+robust.mod11) 
       
      # convert to log robust variance 
      lrobust.crude <- log(robust.crude) 
      lrobust.mod1 <-log(robust.mod1) 
      lrobust.mod2 <-log(robust.mod2) 
      lrobust.mod3 <-log(robust.mod3) 
      lrobust.mod4 <-log(robust.mod4) 
      lrobust.mod5 <-log(robust.mod5) 
      lrobust.mod6 <-log(robust.mod6) 
      lrobust.mod7 <-log(robust.mod7) 
      lrobust.mod8 <-log(robust.mod8) 
      lrobust.mod9 <-log(robust.mod9) 
      lrobust.mod10 <-log(robust.mod10) 
      lrobust.mod11 <-log(robust.mod11) 
       
      res.frame<-data.frame(beta.crude, var.crude,beta.mod1, var.mod1,  
                            beta.mod2, var.mod2, beta.mod3, var.mod3,  
                            beta.mod4, var.mod4, beta.mod5, var.mod5,  
                            beta.mod6, var.mod6, beta.mod7, var.mod7, 
                            beta.mod8, var.mod8, beta.mod9, var.mod9, 
                            beta.mod10, var.mod10, beta.mod11, var.mod11,  
                            marg.or, robust.crude, robust.mod1, robust.mod2, 
                            robust.mod3, robust.mod4, robust.mod5, robust.mod6, 
                            robust.mod7, robust.mod8, robust.mod9,robust.mod10, 
                            robust.mod11, mse.crudecond, mse.mod1c, mse.mod2c, 
                            mse.mod3c, mse.mod4c, mse.mod5c, mse.mod6c, 
                            mse.mod7c, mse.mod8c, mse.mod9c, mse.mod10c,  
                            mse.mod11c, lrobust.crude, lrobust.mod1,  
                            lrobust.mod2, lrobust.mod3, lrobust.mod4,  
                            lrobust.mod5, lrobust.mod6, lrobust.mod7,  
                            lrobust.mod8, lrobust.mod9, lrobust.mod10, 
                            lrobust.mod11, lmse.crudecond, lmse.mod1c,  
                            lmse.mod2c, lmse.mod3c, lmse.mod4c, lmse.mod5c,  
                            lmse.mod6c, lmse.mod7c, lmse.mod8c, lmse.mod9c,  
                            lmse.mod10c, lmse.mod11c) 
      res.frame 






#### review the issue with the seed 
temp.dag3 <- matrix(NA, 1000, 1000) 
 




### bootstrap CIs and variance for each model 
quantile(dag3data[,1],c(0.025,0.975)) # crude  
crude.boot<-var(dag3data[,1]) 
crude.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,3],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 1 
mod1.boot<-var(dag3data[,3]) 
mod1.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,5],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 2 
mod2.boot<-var(dag3data[,5]) 
mod2.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,7],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 3 
mod3.boot<-var(dag3data[,7]) 
mod3.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,9],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 4 
mod4.boot<-var(dag3data[,9]) 
mod4.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,11],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 5 
mod5.boot<-var(dag3data[,11]) 
mod5.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,13],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 6 
mod6.boot<-var(dag3data[,13]) 
mod6.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,15],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 7 
mod7.boot<-var(dag3data[,15]) 
mod7.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,17],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 8 
mod8.boot<-var(dag3data[,17]) 
mod8.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,19],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 9 
mod9.boot<-var(dag3data[,19]) 
mod9.boot 
quantile(dag3data[,21],c(0.025,0.975)) # mod 10 
mod10.boot<-var(dag3data[,21]) 
mod10.boot 
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